Friday, January 01, 2016 9:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Sunset Peak (5796’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Sunset Peak (5796’) - Usher in the new year with a hike to this nice peak. The total hike will be about 3 miles round trip with 1400’ of gain. We will hike up a ridge from Cow Canyon Saddle. Please bring lug soles, liquids, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, January 02, 2016 6:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Mount McDill (5,187’)

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net
Lilly Y Fukui 626-300-5812 lilly13fukui@gmail.com
Christopher Spisak 626-872-4399 cjsarch@gmail.com

O: Mount McDill (5,187’) - Bring in the New Year with us on this moderately-paced, pleasant loop hike in the Angeles National Forest to a gorgeous peak high up on the Sierra Pelona Ridge near Palmdale, CA. We’ll start out by ascending the Pacific Crest Trail to the crest of the Sierra Pelona Ridge, and then follow a fire road to the summit, pausing along our way as we pass over “Mint” benchmark. We'll come out via road and trail a bit east of the route we came in on for a day's total of about 10 miles with 2,100' of gain. Well behaved dogs are welcome. Foul weather cancels. This is an HPS Outing co-sponsored by WTC. Email contact info, recent experience, conditioning, and if you're bringing one along, your dog's name and breed to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, MIKE DILLENBACK, LILLY FUKUI, CHRIS SPISAK

Saturday, January 02, 2016 6:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Newcomb Peak (4166’)

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net
Pat Vaughn 310-671-9575 pearlv9@yahoo.com

O: Newcomb Peak (4166’) - Join us for a day in the San Gabriel Mountains north of Monrovia. This is a fairly strenuous reverse gain hike. We will be starting at Mt. Wilson (5710’) descending down 1650’ to Newcomb then return the same way, ascending 1650’. It will be on trail. Other peaks in area possible. Slow to moderate pace. Bring food, water and 10 essentials. This is a Lower Peaks Committee outing co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Pat Vaughn

Saturday, January 02, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Queen Mountain (5680’) and Lost Horse Mountain (5313’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Queen Mountain (5680’) and Lost Horse Mountain (5313’) - Join us for a hike to two interesting peaks in Joshua Tree National Park. Drive between trailheads. Park entry fee. Totals for the day will be about 9 miles and around 2100’ of gain. Please bring water, lugsoles, layers, lunch, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details. Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, Co-Leader: BILL SIMPSON
Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Asbestos Mountain (5265’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Asbestos Mountain (5265’) - Hike to this lovely peak from Palm Canyon Drive. The total hike will be about 3 miles round trip with 1000’ of gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett @ aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett.

Tuesday, January 05, 2016 6:30 PM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Club Support Event
HPS Management Committee Meeting

Coby King 818-313-8533 coby@hpstrat.com

HPS Management Committee Meeting: All are welcome to attend our bi-monthly management committee meeting to discuss the business side of the section and upcoming activities. All are welcome to join us and opportunities to become involved are available. The meeting begins at 6:30 pm via conference call. To receive access information to join in on the conference call, to have items added to the agenda, or to volunteer, please contact the HPS Chair: Coby King

Wednesday, January 06, 2016 6:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELED - I: Whale Peak (5349’)

Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

*************Canceled due to rain************I: Whale Peak (5349’) - Join us for a really fun hike to this magnificent peak in the Anza Borrego Desert and beat the rain. It's worth the drive! Traveling mostly xc we will search for petroglyphs near the trailhead before traveling across desert floor to ascend a scenic canyon. Cutting off from there we will pass through a grassy meadow to pick our way up to the rocky peak on use trail for sweeping views. Stats: 8 miles, 2300’ gain. Bring layers lugsoles liquids and lunch. As usual, tasty treats provided. Contact leaders for meeting time and location. Rain cancels. Leaders Jim Hagar, Bill Simpson, Virginia Simpson

Saturday, January 09, 2016 7:30 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Navigation: Indian Cove Navigation Noodle

Robert M Myers 310-829-3177 rmyers@ix.netcom.com
Ann Pedreschi 818-637-2542 apedreschi@sbcglobal.net

I: Navigation: Indian Cove Navigation Noodle: Navigation noodle at Joshua Tree National Park to satisfy the basic (I/M) level navigation requirements. Saturday for practice, skills refresher, altimeter, homework, campfire. Sunday checkout. Send email/sase, contact info, navigation experience/training, any WTC, leader rating, rideshare to Leader: Robert Myers. Assistant: Ann Shields

Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Parker Mesa Overlook (1525’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Parker Mesa Overlook (1525'): Join us for a great workout prior to the HPS Awards Banquet (whether or not you'll be attending). From an elevation of 1,525 feet, Parker Mesa Overlook provides quite a perch over the Santa Monica Mountains and the Pacific Ocean below. We'll be taking a little-used steep ridge from the trailhead to the top: a one-way distance of under 1.5 miles with just under 1500' of elevation gain (and return the same route). This is not third class, but comfort on steep, gnarly, slippery terrain is necessary. But wait, there's more! We'll do it all again for a total of around 6 miles with almost 3000' of elevation gain. Do it once, or do it twice. Your choice. Please bring water, lugsoles, layers, lunch, snacks, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, January 09, 2016 5:00 PM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Social Event
2016 HPS Awards Banquet

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com

2016 HPS Awards Banquet - Join HPS for its annual awards banquet at the Monrovian Restaurant in Monrovia, CA, as we celebrate our accomplishments and visit with friends new and old. This year's speaker will be Bill Burke; his presentation is titled “First Ascent of Burke-Khang (6,942m)(22,775')”, and will include photos & video footage of the recon, planning, and First Ascent attempt this October (2015) of the Himalayan Mountain located about 9-miles from Mt Everest,”Burke-Khang”, that the Government of Nepal named after him in 2014. Social Hour begins at 5:00 pm, Dinner begins at 6:15 pm. Cost is $46 per person, $51 per person if reservations are made after Jan 2, 2016. Contact the HPS Program Reservationist at mkelliher746@gmail.com for questions and additional information. Follow the "Reservation Form" link to print out the form, then mail it in to reserve your space!

Sunday, January 10, 2016 7:30 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Navigation: Indian Cove Navigation Noodle

Robert M Myers 310-829-3177 rmmyers@ix.netcom.com
Ann Pedreschi 818-637-2542 apedreschi@sbcglobal.net

I: Navigation: Indian Cove Navigation Noodle: Navigation noodle at Joshua Tree National Park to satisfy the basic (I/M) level navigation requirements. Saturday for practice, skills refresher, altimeter, homework, campfire. Sunday checkout. Send email/sase, contact info, navigation experience/training, any WTC, leader rating, rideshare to Leader: Robert Myers. Assistant: Ann Shields

Sunday, January 10, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Queen (5680'), Warren Point (5103')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Queen (5680'), Warren Point (5103') - In 7 months, August 10, Joshua Tree, a jewel of our National Park System, will mark the 80th year since it was first established as a national monument. Straddling the transition zone from the Colorado Desert to the Mojave Desert, this crossroads creates a surreal geologic landscape with unique fauna and flora, including its namesake; and a variety of beautiful vistas, including the alpine heights of San Jacinto and the snow-topped summit of San Gorgonio. Join us for one or both of these gems: Queen, where spiny desert plants line a rocky cross-country route to a large summit block, is 4 miles rt with 1200' gain; Warren, a soft sandy trail ventures through a splendid canyon and up a ridge to spectacular vistas, is 4 miles rt and 1000' gain. High clearance vehicles advised for Queen. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch, hat and headlamp. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett
Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Sheephead Mountain (5896’), Monument Peak #1 (6271’), Garnet Peak (5880’+), Garnet Mountain (5680’+)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerJim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Sheephead Mountain (5896’), Monument Peak #1 (6271’), Garnet Peak (5880’+), Garnet Mountain (5680’+)
- Here’s a series of small adventures in the Laguna Mountains of southern San Diego County. Doing all four is around 12.5 miles round trip with about 2500 feet of gain. Much cross-country and brush, some trails, a little of everything. Bring water, lugsoles, layers, lunch, snacks, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details.
Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Mt Emma (5273’), Old Mt. Emma (5063’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Mt Emma (5273’), Old Mt. Emma (5063’) - Join us for a nice hike in the Angeles National Forest. Setting up a short car shuttle, the hike route will arc from one trailhead to the other for a total of 4 miles and 1400’ gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, January 16, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Red Mountain (5261’) and Black Mountain #6 (5244’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Red Mountain (5261’) and Black Mountain #6 (5244’) - Join us for two special peaks in the desert north of the town of Mojave. Drive between trailheads. Totals for the day will be about 8 miles and around 3100’ of gain. Please bring water, lugsoles, layers, lunch, snacks, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details.
Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, January 16, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Granite Mtn #2 (5633’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Granite Mtn #2 (5633’) - Hike this fine peak in San Diego County. The total hike will be about 8 miles round trip with 3200’ gain. Most of the route is cross-country with some moderate scrambling up a beautiful gully and ridge. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Sunday, January 17, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Whale Peak (5349’), San Ysidro Mtn (6147’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
I: Whale Peak (5349'), San Ysidro Mtn (6147') - Join us for one or both of these hikes in the beautiful Anza Borrego Desert State Park. Approaching Whale via the pictographs boulder and Smuggler's Canyon route, we'll be treated to an interesting blend of Colorado and Mojave desert features: woodlands of pinyon pines and juniper interspersed with chaparral and cholla; high sandy plateaus; and a beautiful canyon with some class 2+ dry falls. We'll then drive to the northern end of the park; start up a gentle woodland trail in one canyon; and finish on a steep but short slope to a second serving of superb summit views. Whale will be 8 miles round trip with 2300' gain; San Ysidro will be 4mi rt, 1500' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch, hat and headlamp. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Monday, January 18, 2016 9:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Mount Minerva Hoyt (5405'), Quail Mountain (5800'+)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Mount Minerva Hoyt (5405'), Quail Mountain (5800'+) - Martin Luther King, Jr. was born on January 15, 1929. Join us on this third Monday in January, the day our nation honors and celebrates this hero, not only of our country but of the world. Visit beautiful Joshua Tree National Park, and climb to the point that celebrates the woman who fought to protect many of the wonderful desert areas we now enjoy. Continue on to Quail, the highest point in the park, and its impressive vistas. The total hike will be about 11 miles round trip with 2000' of gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, January 20, 2016 5:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Whale Peak (5349')

Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

I: Whale Peak (5349') - Join us for a really fun hike to this magnificent peak in the Anza Borrego Desert. It's worth the drive! Traveling mostly xc we will search for petroglyphs near the trailhead before traveling across desert floor to ascend a scenic canyon. Cutting off from there we will pass through a grassy meadow to pick our way up to the rocky peak on use trail for sweeping views. Stats: 8 miles, 2300' gain. Bring layers lugsoles liquids and lunch. As usual, tasty treats provided. Contact leaders for meeting time and location. Rain cancels. Leaders Jim Hagar, Bill Simpson, Virginia Simpson

Wednesday, January 20, 2016 9:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Josephine Peak (5558')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Josephine Peak (5558'). Hike to this fine peak from the Angeles Crest & Forest Highways. The hike will be 8 miles round trip with 1900' of gain. Please bring: liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contactpeterdoggett@AOL.com for trip details. Leaders: Peter and Ignacia Doggett.

Saturday, January 23, 2016 8:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Hike from Eaton Canyon Nature Center
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com  
Sridhar Gullapalli 310-821-3900 sridhar_gullapalli@yahoo.com  
William Joyce 909-596-6280 bill@rollingtherock.com

O: Hike from Eaton Canyon Nature Center - Join us for a one-hour hike intended as a "warm up" for a full day of meetings at "Sierra Synergy: Angeles Chapter Retreat." Hikers will depart from the Eaton Canyon Nature Center promptly at 8 a.m. The Retreat starts at 9 a.m. and will run through 5 p.m. The theme of the Retreat is "Inclusiveness: Join us as we walk through this world together!" Eaton Canyon Nature Center is located at 1750 North Altadena Drive, one block north of New York Drive in Pasadena, California. There is a sign on the east side of the street which clearly marks the entrance. From the 210 Freeway eastbound, exit at Sierra Madre Boulevard/Altadena Drive. Turn left (north) at the first light (Altadena Drive) and go 1.6 miles to the park entrance. From the 210 Freeway westbound, exit at San Gabriel Boulevard/San Marino. Turn right (north) at the second light (Altadena Drive) and go 1.5 miles to the park entrance. Bring clothing layers, a bottle of water, and appropriate other gear for a short hike. Rain cancels. Leaders: BILL SIMPSON, SRIDHAR GULLAPALLI, BILL JOYCE

Saturday, January 23, 2016 9:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Liebre Mtn (5760’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Liebre Mtn (5760’) - Enjoy a nice hike on a section of the pretty Pacific Crest Trail, on the northwest side of the San Gabriel Mountains range. Expansive summit views abound. Visible southward, from east to west, are high points of the Angeles and Los Padres National Forests; and, to the north, the Antelope Valley, the southern Sierra, the Tehachapis, and the San Andreas Fault. Hike totals are 8 miles rt and 2100’ gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Sunday, January 24, 2016 6:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Black Mtn #6 (5244’) Red Mountain (5266’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Black Mtn #6 (5244’) Red Mountain (5266’) - Join us for one peak, or both, as we take in the grand expanse of the high desert and hike through geologic and mining history. Black Mountain, with its lava flow fields and crater, is 4 mi rt and 1450’ gain. Red Mountain, with nearby mining activity and old silver mine ruins, is 3.5 miles and 1500’ gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. High clearance vehicles advised. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, January 27, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Mount Lukens (5074’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

O: Mount Lukens (5074’) - Visit the high point of the City of Los Angeles. The hike is mostly on trail with some hiking on fire road. Totals for the day will be about 7 miles round trip and around 3300 feet of elevation gain. Be prepared for spectacular views of the Los Angeles basin and surrounding mountains. For details contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON
Saturday, January 30, 2016 6:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
M/E: Local Baldy Snow Practice

Nile Sorenson 714-203-1405 nsorenso@pacbell.net
Neal Robbins 310-540-5089 neal.robbins@l-3com.com
Tina Bowman 562-438-3809 tina@bowmanchange.com

M/E: Local Baldy Snow Practice - Come review snow climbing, rope travel, ice axe, and snow anchors. Practice your skills or brush up on new techniques. Especially for aspiring M & E leader candidates. Restricted to SC mbrs with prior experience with the ice axe. Lack of snow may cancel. Email SC#, climbing resume, email address, phone # to Ldr: NILE SORENSON co-ldrs: NEAL ROBBINS & TINA BOWMAN

Saturday, January 30, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Sugarloaf (3227'), Old Sugarloaf (3326')

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net
Ron Schrantz 714-995-8240 rschrantzsce@yahoo.com

O: Sugarloaf (3227'), Old Sugarloaf (3326') - Join us for a day to hike these two Lower Peaks. Located in the Santa Ana Mountains in the Cleveland National Forest. Hike is mostly trail with some short cross country. Estimate 10 miles round trip, 2500' gain, 6-7 hours of hiking. Slow to moderate pace. Bring food, water and 10 essentials. This is a Lower Peaks outing co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Ron Schrantz

Saturday, January 30, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Beauty Peak (5548') and Iron Spring Mountain (5755')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Beauty Peak (5548') and Iron Spring Mountain (5755') - A moderately strenuous hike on occasionally steep and loose trail for 8.5 miles with 2700' of gain to peaks near Aguanga. The community of Aguanga lies at the intersection of State Route 79 (SR 79) and State Route 371 (Cahuilla Road). This is along the historic Butterfield Overland Mail stage route. A Butterfield stagecoach is prominently featured in Quentin Tarantino's current motion picture, "The Hateful Eight." Bring water, lug soles, sunscreen, lunch, layers and hat. To obtain the meeting information, contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, January 30, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Butterbredt Pk (5997'), Mayan Pk (6108')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Butterbredt Pk (5997'), Mayan Pk (6108') - Join us for a hike to one or both of these peaks at the southeast end of the Sierra Nevada. First, we'll hike from Hoffman Summit, where Jawbone Canyon descends into Kelso Valley, enjoying great views of surrounding mountains and canyons, including Butterbredt Canyon and Spring, a prime location for migrating fowl. The area was also a favorite destination of 19th century miners, including Frederick Butterbredt, who found his wife and a small baby hiding in the willows below Whiskey Flat. “Her Indian husband and father had just been killed by the soldiers” in the Indian massacre of 1863. Our appreciation of history and geology will continue with our second peak. To some, mighty Mayan's profile is evocative of a Mexican ziggurat. If the resemblance isn’t convincing enough, the steep hike will have you reminiscing of climbs to Chichenitza; fortunately, the soft and quick scree descent shares no similarity to the slow and precarious descent from that pyramid. Totals will be 2.7 miles rt and 1200' gain for Butterbredt;
mi rt and 1800’ for Mayan. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, February 03, 2016 6:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Cahuilla Mountain (5635’), Little Cahuilla Mountain (5042’)

Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

I: Cahuilla Mountain (5635’), Little Cahuilla Mountain (5042’) - Join us for a visit to these pretty peaks near Idyllwild and the literary home of Ramona, from the classic California novel of the same name. Marvelous views of the Juan Bautista de Anza Trail, San Jacinto Peak, Palomar Mountain, and the vast desert landscape to the southeast. Stats: 8.5 miles on trail and cross country, 2400’ gain. Bring lug soles liquids layers and lunch. Tasty treats provided. Rain cancels. Contact leaders for meeting time and location. Leader: JIM HAGAR, Co-leaders: BILL SIMPSON, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, February 06, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Mount Deception (5796’), Mount Disappointment (5960’), San Gabriel Peak (6161’), Mount Markham (5742’), Mount Lowe (5603’), Occidental Peak (5732’), Mt. Wilson (5710’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

O: Mount Deception (5796’), Mount Disappointment (5960’), San Gabriel Peak (6161’), Mount Markham (5742’), Mount Lowe (5603’), Occidental Peak (5732’), Mt. Wilson (5710’) - Seven peaks or bust! Join us for this fun adventure to seven peaks in the front range of the Angeles National Forest. These historic peaks are above Pasadena. Moderately paced hike road, trail and short use trails with about 12 miles total distance and around 3000’ of elevation gain. Bring lug soles, lunch, snacks, water, sunblock, hat and layers. For details contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, February 06, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Slide Mountain Lookout (4,631’)

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net
Laura Franciosi 714-879-1760 lauraf999@hotmail.com

O: Slide Mountain Lookout (4,631’) - Join us for a day in the Angeles National Forest near Pyramid Lake for this Lower Peak. This is a moderate hike on road and trail of 10 miles round trip, 2400’ of gain, estimate 5-6 hours of hiking. The lookout was restored during 2002/3 and is sometimes staffed by volunteers. Enjoy views of White and Black Mtns., Cobblestone and the Tehachapis as well as Pyramid Lake and Lake Piru. Slow to moderate pace. Bring food, water and 10 essentials. This is a Lower Peaks Committee outing co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Laura Franciosi.

Saturday, February 06, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Skinner Peak (7120’), Pinyon Peak (6805’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Skinner Peak (7120’), Pinyon Peak (6805’) - Join us for one or both of these splendid hikes in the Kiavah
Sierra Club Activities

For Skinner, we'll drive up a dirt road and then follow the beautiful Pacific Crest Trail from Bird Spring Pass, the same pass discovered by John C Fremont and Kit Carson when snow blocked their entry through Walker Pass. After a return that includes a fun scree ski descent, we'll drive to Pinyon Peak's trailhead. Beginning with the Jackstraw Trail, we'll weave through woodland, creek and meadow; then, gain the great ridge that will lead us to our second summit. Skinner will be 7 miles round trip, 1800' gain; Pinyon will be 7 mi rt, 2500' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Sunday, February 07, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
M/I: Five Fingers (5174’), Scodie Mountain (7294’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

M/I: Five Fingers (5174’), Scodie Mountain (7294’) - Join us for one or both hikes; see and feel the transition from the northwest end of the Mojave Desert to the southeast end of the Sierra Nevada. First, ascend the magnificent Five Fingers summit, the end jewel of the Indian Wells Canyon crown, via a mountain lover’s steep sandy slope and a chimney climb only for the experienced skilled hiker. After an easy scree ski descent, drive to Walker Pass Campground. Hiking a short section of the Pacific Crest Trail and then leaving it, we'll climb an ample but shady gully; then wind through a pretty pinyon pine forest to the awe inspiring views of our second summit. Five Fingers will be 2 miles round trip and 1600' gain; Scodie will be 7 mi rt and 2300' gain. As this outing is part of a conditioning series for next week's big hike, the pace, though not fast, will be unsuitable for beginners. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch, lamp and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, February 10, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Mt. Jenkins (7921’) and Morris Peak (7215’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjerim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Sandy Lara 562-522-5323 ssperling1@verizon.net
Peter Lara 562-665-9143 iaretec@gmail.com

I: Mt. Jenkins (7921’) and Morris Peak (7215’) - Hike to these delightful peaks in the Owens Peak Wilderness in Kern County. The hike will be strenuous, and the total hike will be about 11 miles with around 4,100' of elevation gain. Please bring: Water, Lunch, Snacks, Layers, Hat, Sunblock & Lug-Soled boots. Please contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON, SANDY LARA, PETER LARA

Saturday, February 13, 2016 to Sunday, February 14, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Cachuma (4696’), Little Pine (4459’)

Laura Franciosi 714-879-1760 lauraf999@hotmail.com
Ginny Heringer 626-793-4727 ginnyh@ix.netcom.com
Marlen Mertz 310-990-7643 mbmertz@aol.com

O: Cachuma (4696’), Little Pine (4459’) - Come join us for a Lower Peaks hiking weekend in Santa Barbara County. Saturday hike Cachuma Mountain 5 mi round trip, 1600' gain at a moderate pace. There is an option to camp or stay at a hotel. Sunday hike Little Pine Mountain 12 mi round trip, 3400' gain. Hike one or both days. Bring food, water, 10 essentials. Rain cancels. This is a Lower Peaks Outing co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leader for details: Laura Franciosi (lauraf999@dusd.net). Co-leaders: Ginny Heringer, Marlen Mertz.
Saturday, February 13, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Rabbit Peak #1 (5307’), Granite Mountain #1 (6600’), Round Top Mountain (6316’) and Iron Mountain #3 (5040’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Rabbit Peak #1 (5307’), Granite Mountain #1 (6600’), Round Top Mountain (6316’) and Iron Mountain #3 (5040’) - Join us for a fun outing to adjacent peaks. On October 10 President Obama used his authority under the Antiquities Act to establish 346,177 acres of national forest land in the San Gabriel Mountains in southern California as a national monument to increase access and outdoor opportunities. These four peaks are (barely) within the new national monument. Totals for the day will be about 11 miles distance with around 4200’ elevation gain. This is a strenuous loop hike of the “Little Four” that will utilize mainly use trails on steep ridges going up and coming down. Please bring lugsoles, layers, beverages, lunch, snacks, sunblock and hat. For trip details contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, February 17, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Fox Mountain #2 (5033’), Condor Peak (5440’)

Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

O: Fox Mountain #2 (5033’), Condor Peak (5440’) - A challenging hike on trail, dirt road and short use trails to peaks in the front range of the Angeles National Forest. Totals: about 15 miles round trip and around 4800’ gain. Bring beverage, lunch, layers and lugsoles. Contact Leader for details. Leader: JIM HAGAR Co-Leaders: BILL SIMPSON, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, February 20, 2016 to Sunday, February 21, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Big Maria Mountains HP (3,381’), Sheep Hole Mountains HP (4,613’)

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com

I: Big Maria Mountains HP (3,381’), Sheep Hole Mountains HP (4,613’) – Join us for a mid-winter weekend out in Eastern California as we climb to the high points of the Big Maria Mtns and Sheep Hole Valley Wilderness areas. Both climbs require a strenuous effort, which we’ll exert at a moderate pace, and will require comfort on rocky, thorny, steep, and loose class 2 desert terrain. Saturday we’ll travel east through canyons and up ridges to scale the western flanks of the Big Maria Mtns where we’ll climb to the high point of the range and then make our way along the summit ridge to a false summit (only one foot lower than the real one) that is appropriately named “False Maria”. If interest and group energy permit, we’ll remain on the summit ridge for another ½ mile or so to climb the intriguingly named “Peak 3296” before heading back to our cars for a day’s total of about 5 ¾ miles with 3,000’ of gain. Saturday night we’ll set up our primitive and dry camp and will enjoy a festive Happy Hour and Potluck under the nearly full moon, winter night sky. Sunday we’ll head over to our trailhead for Sheep Hole Mtn, east of 29 Palms, and set out to the east up canyons and ridges over incredibly rugged and rocky (high Class 2) terrain to the high point of the range where we’ll enjoy spectacular views before making our way back to the cars the same way we came in. Expect a day’s total of about 4 miles with 2,200’ of gain. Feel free to join us for one or both days. High clearance vehicles recommended. This is a DPS Outing co-sponsored by WTC and HPS. Email Mat Kelliher at mkelliher746@gmail.com with contact and carpool info, recent conditioning, and experience for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, BILL SIMPSON

Saturday, February 20, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
Sierra Club Activities

I: Rattlesnake Mtn (6131’), Luna (5967’) & Round (5272’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Rattlesnake Mtn (6131’), Luna (5967’) & Round (5272’) - Feel refreshed and invigorated as we reach each summit and enjoy an array of interesting vistas, from the high alpine landscape of Big Bear to the expansive panorama of the high desert. Hike one, two, or all three peaks for a day’s total of about 5.5 miles round trip and 2000’ of gain; possibly more miles and gain with alternate routes. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch & hat. High clearance vehicles appreciated. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch & hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Sunday, February 21, 2016 6:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Cross Mtn (5203’), Chuckwalla Mtn (5029’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Cross Mtn (5203’), Chuckwalla Mtn (5029’) - Join us for a great hike to these two peaks north of Mojave. Enjoy the changing terrain, as we drop via a narrow winding gully to cross a wonderful valley, all the while surveying interesting cliff walls and the beautiful changing colors of the nearby mountain slopes; then climb up to superb views of our Southern Sierras and the high desert. Totals of about 11 miles round trip and 5200’ of gain make for a strenuous day. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. High clearance vehicles advised; 4x4 preferred. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, February 24, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Butterfly Peak (6228’) and Rock Point (5280’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com

I: Butterfly Peak (6228’) and Rock Point (5280’) - Join us for a hike to these two peaks on the Desert Divide south of Idyllwild. Total for both peaks will be about 8 miles round trip with around 2500’ gain. Bring lunch, snacks, water, lugsoles, layers, hat and sunblock. Contact Leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON, JIM HAGAR

Saturday, February 27, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Rosa Point (5038’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Sandy Lara 562-522-5323 ssperling1@verizon.net
Peter Lara 562-665-9143 iaretec@gmail.com

I: Rosa Point (5038’) - Very strenuous cross-country trek over steep, rocky terrain covered with ocotillo, agave, and all four varieties of cholla in a remote desert region of the Santa Rosa Mountains near Indio. Hike is about 12 miles round trip with around 5500’ of elevation gain. Plan to camp at the trailhead or stay at a motel in the Borrego Springs area Friday night. Bring lunch, snacks, water, lugsoles, layers, hat and sunblock. Contact Leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, SANDY LARA, PETER LARA
Saturday, February 27, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Bare Mountain (6388’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Bare Mountain (6388’) - The name may reflect a sparsity of plants and trees on the summit, but not the
abundance of views that surround this peak in the Angeles National Forest -- the Mojave desert to the north;
Pacifico to the west; Pleasantview Ridge, Winston Ridge, Waterman, Hillyer, Wilson and more to the east
and south. Expect a total of 5 miles rt and 1800’ gain (13 mi, 2600’ gain if seasonal gate is still locked).
Optional short hike to another peak possible. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact
peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Sunday, February 28, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED O: Smith Mountain (5,111’)

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Lilly Y Fukui 626-300-5812 lilly13fukui@gmail.com
Christopher Spisak 626-872-4399 cjsarch@gmail.com

O: Smith Mountain (5,111’) – Join us for a pleasant winter Sunday in the San Gabriel Mountains near Azusa,
CA on a pleasant stroll to this fine peak. We'll travel at a relaxed pace on trail and use-trail to the summit and
back for a day’s total of about 7.0 RT miles with 2,500’ of gain. Well behaved dogs are welcome. Email
contact info, recent experience, conditioning, and if you’re bringing one along, your dog’s name and breed to
mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, LILLY FUKUI, CHRIS SPISAK

Sunday, February 28, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Pinyon Peak (6,805’)

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net
Lilly Y Fukui 626-300-5812 lilly13fukui@gmail.com
Christopher Spisak 626-872-4399 cjsarch@gmail.com

I: Pinyon Peak (6,805’) – Join us for a pleasant winter Sunday in the Scodie Mountains near Walker Pass on
this pleasant stroll into the Kiavah Wilderness to scale this fine Southern Sierran peak. We'll travel at a
relaxed pace on the Pinyon Jack Trail, then on use-trail and cross country to the summit and back for a day’s
total of about 7.6 RT miles with 2,500’ of gain going in, 450’ coming back out. Well behaved dogs are
welcome. Email contact info, recent experience, conditioning, and if you’re bringing one along, your dog’s
name and breed to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, MIKE
DILLENBACK, LILLY FUKUI, CHRIS SPISAK

Sunday, February 28, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Caliente Mountain (5106’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Caliente Mountain (5106’)- End your week on a high note, the high point of Carrizo Plain National
Monument and San Luis Obispo County. WWII lookout ruins top the summit, as one surveys the vast plain
below, once home to the Chumash. To the north and east, the San Andreas Fault strikingly traverses the
plain as the Temblor Range rises on the eastern edge of the monument. The totals for the day will be 10
miles and 3300' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch, and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, March 02, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Scodie Mountain (7294')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

I: Scodie Mountain (7294') - Join us for a fun day hiking this great peak near Walker Pass. Stats: 7 miles, 2400' gain on trail and cross-country. Bring lugsoles liquids layers and lunch. Tasty treats provided. Rain cancels. Contact leaders for meeting time and location. Leader: BILL SIMPSON, Co-leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, JIMMY QUAN

Wednesday, March 02, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Onyx Pk #2 (5244')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Onyx Pk #2 (5244') - Join us for a hike to this peak in the pretty Kiavah Wilderness. After a steep ascent up one ridge, we'll gain the major ridgeline; its more gradual climb will take us to the summit and our reward of outstanding views: Lake Isabella, Kelso Valley, the towns of Onyx and Weldon, and the impressive peak to peak profile of Nicolls and Heald. Onyx is 4 miles round trip and 2300' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett

Friday, March 04, 2016 11:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Asbestos Mountain (5265')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Asbestos Mountain (5265') - Hike to this lovely peak from Palm Canyon Drive. The total hike will be about 3 miles round trip with 1000' of gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders: Peter and Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, March 05, 2016 6:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Martinez Mountain (6560'+), Sheep Mountain (5141')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Martinez Mountain (6560'+), Sheep Mountain (5141') - Join us for this strenuous hike in the Santa Rosa Wilderness desert terrain. Total for round trip to Martinez Mountain will be about 16 miles with around 4,400 feet of elevation gain. Depending upon the pace of the hike, we will also visit Sheep Mountain (5141') on the return to the trailhead. Totals for the day including Sheep Mountain will be about 20 miles with around 5300' of gain. Enjoy views of the surrounding mountains, Palm Desert and the Coachella Valley. Not intended for new hikers. Bring lug soles, water, lunch, snacks, layers, hat, sunblock and headlamp (with extra batteries!). Contact Leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON
Saturday, March 05, 2016 6:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Rosa Point (5083')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Rosa Point (5083') - As winter winds to its end in the Anza Borrego desert, we'll wind our way up beautiful Smoke Tree Wash, past its wonderful slot canyon and rock scrambles, climbing to Pyramid Peak and its stunning view of the Salton Sea. Then, we'll trek along a marvelous ridgeline to Rosa's own superb summit views; on return, we'll amble down a different route back to Smoke Tree Wash. Day's totals will be a strenuous 14.5 miles and 5300' gain (4800' out, plus 500' on the return). Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders: Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Sunday, March 06, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: San Ysidro Mtn (6147')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: San Ysidro Mtn (6147') - Join us for another day of hiking in beautiful Anza Borrego Desert State Park. We'll drive to the northern end of the park; start up a gentle woodland trail in one canyon; and finish by climbing a steep but short sandy slope to spectacular summit views -- the Thimble, Indianhead, the Santa Rosa Mountains, the San Diego Mountains, and the Anza Borrego Desert. Optional short hike to a second peak possible. San Ysidro's totals will be 4miles round trip with 1500' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Tuesday, March 08, 2016 6:30 PM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Club Support Event
HPS Management Committee Meeting

Wayne Bannister 323-258-8052 waynebannister@socal.rr.com

HPS Management Committee Meeting: All are welcome to attend our bi-monthly management committee meeting to discuss the business side of the section and upcoming activities. All are welcome to join us and opportunities to become involved are available. The meeting begins at 6:30 pm via conference call. To receive access information to join in on the conference call, to have items added to the agenda, or to volunteer, please contact the HPS Chair: Wayne Bannister

Wednesday, March 09, 2016 8:30 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED CANCELED: O: Smith Mountain (5111')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

CANCELLED: O: Smith Mountain (5111') - Enjoy a nice hike in Azusa Canyon. We'll take the pleasant Upper Bear Creek Trail to a saddle and then scramble up a ridge to the peak. Plan on about 7.5 miles round trip with a total of around 2100 feet of gain. Bring water, lunch, snacks, layers, lugsoles, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Thursday, March 10, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Fox Mountain #1 (5167') 70th Anniversary First HPS Hike
**Sierra Club Activities**

**Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com**
**Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com**

**I: Fox Mountain #1 (5167')** - Celebrate the 70th anniversary of the first HPS hike. Although HPS did not officially become a section of the Sierra Club's Angeles Chapter until 1954, the first HPS hike was organized 8 years earlier on March 10, 1946. The idea for the section and list originated with Weldon Heald. In June 1946, he completed hiking 100 of the peaks on his list. Fox #1 was on the 1946 list. Fox is named for Charles Fox, an early Angeles Chapter Chair and once owner of the Santa Barbara Canyon ranch, one of the central parcels that became part of the Los Padres National Forest. The entire hike will be 10 miles round trip with a total of 2550' gain, longer than the usual route. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

**Saturday, March 12, 2016 4:00 AM**
**0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing**
**I: Rabbit Peak #2 (6640') and Villager Peak (5756')**

**Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com**
**Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com**

**I: Rabbit Peak #2 (6640') and Villager Peak (5756')** - Day hike the BIG Bunny at a moderate-to-slow pace. Very strenuous. Hike will start in the dark and may end in the dark, and it will be paced to take approximately 14-17 hours. The hike will be about 22 miles round trip with around 8300 feet of elevation gain (6950’ on the way to Rabbit; 1350’ on the return to the trailhead). Not suitable for beginning hikers. Bring lug soles, water, lunch, snacks, layers, head lamp and extra batteries. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

**Saturday, March 12, 2016 6:00 AM (Time Tentative)**
**0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing**
**I: Black Mountain #6 (5,244’)**

**Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com**
**Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net**
**Lilly Y Fukui 626-300-5812 lilly13fukui@gmail.com**
**Christopher Spisak 626-872-4399 cjsarch@gmail.com**

**I: Black Mountain #6 (5,244’)** – Join us for this slow paced, but appetite inducing jaunt up to the high point of the El Paso Mountains Wilderness near Randsburg, CA for some truly amazing views out into the vast Mojave Desert. Expect 5.5 round trip miles with 1,425’ of gain over rugged, cross country desert terrain. High Clearance Vehicles recommended. After climbing the peak and returning to our cars, we'll head over toward Randsburg to partake in the Desert Peaks Section's 22nd Annual Chili Cook Off. Well behaved dogs are welcome. Email contact info, recent experience, conditioning, and if you're bringing one along, your dog's name and breed to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. This is an HPS outing co-sponsored by the DPS. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, MIKE DILLENBACK, LILLY FUKUI, CHRIS SPISAK. For information about the DPS Chili Cook Off including how to sign up for it (pre-registration is required) contact Julie Rush (julierush11@gmail.com) or Gloria Miladin (miladingloria@yahoo.com).

**Saturday, March 12, 2016 6:30 AM (Time Tentative)**
**0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing**
**I: Heald Peak (6901’), Nicolls Peak (6070’)**

**Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com**
**Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com**

**I: Heald Peak (6901’), Nicolls Peak (6070’)** - Experience one of the best two-peak hikes in Kern County. Begin with the substantial hike to Heald; a summit plaque celebrates Weldon F Heald, founder of the Hundred Peaks Section. Double back and then climb Nicolls Peak with its stunning 360 degree views of Lake Isabella, pretty Kelso Valley and the distant Sierras. With 8 miles rt and 4100’ gain, this hike is not suitable for beginners. High clearance vehicles advised, 4x4 preferred. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers,
Saturday, March 12, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Sitton Peak (3,273')

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net
Ron Schrantz 714-995-8240 rschrantz@sce.com

O: Sitton Peak (3,273') - Join us for a day in the Santa Ana Mountains in the Cleveland National Forest west of Elsinore. This Lower Peak is 10 miles round trip, 1700' of gain, estimate about 5-6 hours of hiking. It is on all road and trail. Slow to moderate pace. Bring food, water and 10 essentials. This Lower Peaks Outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Ron Schrantz.

Saturday, March 12, 2016 6:00 PM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Social Event
22nd DPS Chili Cook-Off

Gloria Miladin 562-861-2550 gm500@yahoo.com
Linda McDermott 530-283-2652 iwuvmts@live.com
Julie Rush 323-669-8382 julierush11@gmail.com

22nd DPS Chili Cook-Off - This spring join us in the Mojave Desert on a BLM primitive camping area near Red Mt and the historic mining town of Randsburg for this the DPS Classic! Whether you like your chili Texas- style (no beans), traditional or vegetarian, bring your favorite recipe or just hearty taste buds to this DPS classic. Cook for free or taste for $10. Cooks prepare chili from scratch at the site, then all enjoy happy hour, chili tasting and judging, and campfire. Prizes will be awarded by category, with special recognition for the Spiciest Chili, Best Presentation, Most Original Recipe, and the coveted Best Overall Chili. With the recent rains, we are sure to enjoy some spring wildflowers. Moderate peaks, 2000 year old petroglyphs, and great exploring opportunities abound for the weekend!! Send ESASE with your choice as Taster or Cook with chili type to receive directions, contest specs, carpool info and exploring/hiking activities. This is a DPS Social Event co-sponsored by HPS. Hosts: Gloria Miladin, Linda McDermott, Julie Rush. Emails: (julierush11@gmail.com) or (miladingloria@yahoo.com)

Sunday, March 13, 2016 6:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Red Mountain (5,261')

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net
Lilly Y Fukui 626-300-5812 lilly13fukui@gmail.com
Christopher Spisak 626-872-4399 cjsarch@gmail.com

I: Red Mountain (5,261') – Join us as we come off the 22nd Annual DPS Chili Cookoff by taking a short climb at an easy pace up the volcanic slopes of this fine peak high above the old mining town of Johannesberg, CA. Expect about 3.5 roundtrip miles with 1,500’ of gain over road, trail, and rugged, cross country desert terrain. Well behaved dogs are welcome. Email contact info, recent experience, conditioning, and if you’re bringing one along, your dog’s name and breed to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. This is an HPS sponsored outing co-sponsored by the DPS. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, MIKE DILLENBACK, LILLY FUKUI, CHRIS SPISAK. For information about the DPS Chili Cook Off including how to sign up for it (pre-registration is required) contact Julie Rush (julierush11@gmail.com) or Gloria Miladin (miladingloria@yahoo.com).

Wednesday, March 16, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Cuyama Peak (5878')
I: Cuyama Peak (5878') - Hike to this lovely peak from the Tinta Campground via a trail and ridge walk. The total hike is about 12 miles round trip with 3,600' of gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, and a lunch. Contact peterdoggett@AOL.com for trip details. Leaders: Peter and Ignacia Doggett

**Wednesday, March 16, 2016 8:30 AM**  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
O: Liebre Mountain (5740')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com  
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

O: Liebre Mountain (5740') - Join us for a hike to this interesting peak in an interesting area. The total distance is about 7 miles, and the total elevation gain will be around 1900 feet. Bring lug soles, lunch, snacks, layers, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

**Saturday, March 19, 2016 6:00 AM (Time Tentative)**  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
I: Hildreth Peak (5065')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com  
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com  
Pat Vaughn 310-671-9575 pearlv9@yahoo.com

I: Hildreth Peak (5065') - Join us as we go north of Santa Barbara to this remote peak in the Dick Smith Wilderness. We'll take a scenic route, traveling alongside the creek that continues to carve the beautiful Agua Caliente Canyon. Then, following a ridgeline atop a marvelous maze of mountains, we'll gain the summit and its multiplicity of views -- Reyes Peak, Madulce, Big Pine, Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa Islands peering behind the Santa Ynez range, and more. At 16 miles round trip and 3700' gain, this strenuous hike is not for beginners. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett; Patrick Vaughn

**Saturday, March 19, 2016 8:30 AM**  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
I: Mount Emma (5273'), Old Mount Emma (5063') and Cole Point (5604')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com  
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Mount Emma (5273'), Old Mount Emma (5063') and Cole Point (5604') - Hike these three peaks in the San Gabriel Mountains National Monument. Enjoy the desert views. The total hike will be about 7.5 miles round trip with around 3700' of gain. Bring lug soles, water, lunch, snacks, layers, sunblock & hat. Contact the leader for meeting information. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

**Sunday, March 20, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)**  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
O: Brown Mountain (4486')

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net  
Coby King 818-313-8533 cobyk@cobyking.com

O: Brown Mountain (4486') - Join us for a day in the San Gabriel Mountains 3 miles north of Altadena. This
Lower Peak is 9 miles round trip, 900’ of gain/1,600’ of gain on the return, estimate about 4-5 hours of hiking. The mountain was named after Owen and Jason Brown, sons of John Brown, abolitionist, who murdered pro-slavery ranchers in Kansas prior to the Civil War and in 1859 captured the town and US arsenal at Harpers Ferry, VA. For this he was tried, hanged and became a martyr of the North. Slow to moderate pace. Bring food, water and 10 essentials. This Lower Peaks Committee outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Coby King.

Wednesday, March 23, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Combs Peak (6193’) and San Ysidro Mountain (6147’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Sandy Lara 562-522-5323 sspserling1@verizon.net
Peter Lara 562-665-9143 iaretec@gmail.com

I: Combs Peak (6193’) and San Ysidro Mountain (6147’) - A moderate hike on road, trail, and rough trail for about 10 miles round trip with around 2800’ of gain to two peaks near Warner Springs. Drive between trailheads. Bring lunch, snacks, layers, water, lug soles, sunblock & hat. High-clearance vehicles advised. Contact leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON, SANDY LARA, PETER LARA

Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Mineral Mountain (7238’) and Tip Top Mtn (7623’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Mineral Mountain (7238’) and Tip Top Mtn (7623’) - Hike these fine peaks via a pathfinder, at a moderate pace. The total hike will be about 5 miles round trip with 1200’ of gain. Please bring: liquids, lug soles, layers, lunch and hat. Please contact Peterdoggett@AOL.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, March 26, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Echo Mtn (3207’)

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net
Wayne Vollaire 909-595-5855 avollaire1@verizon.net

O: Echo Mtn (3207’) - Join us for a day in the Angeles National Forest, just north of Altadena. A nice easy hike of 6 miles round trip, 1400’ gain all on trail to this historic Lower Peak. It was the upper terminal of the Mt. Lowe incline railway and the lower terminal of the 3.5 mile trolley line to Mt. Lowe tavern, also the location of the Echo Mountain House and an observatory. All of this was built in the 1890’s. Fires, floods, the elements and economics have wiped it all away. Structural foundations, the remains of the powerhouse, trolley grade and service pits can still be seen. Slow to moderate pace. Bring food, water and 10 essentials. This Lower Peaks Committee outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Contact Leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Wayne Vollaire.

Saturday, March 26, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: San Guillermo Mtn (6606’) and Lockwood Peak (6261’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
I: San Guillermo Mtn (6606') and Lockwood Peak (6261') - San Guillermo Mtn will be hiked from the Lockwood Valley Road via a cross-country route that is 4 miles round trip with 1400' of gain. Lockwood Peak will be hiked from another locked gate and will be about 9 miles round trip with 2500' of gain. Bring: liquids, lug-soles, layers, lunch and a hat. Contact peterdoggett@AOL.com for trip details. Leaders: Peter and Ignacia Doggett.

Monday, March 28, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED O: Mt. Zion (3575')

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net
Doris Duval 323-221-6023 duv14@sbcglobal.net

O: Mt. Zion (3575') - Join us for a day in the Angeles National Forest, North of Pasadena. This Lower Peak is 10 miles round trip, 2100' of gain, estimate about 5-6 hours of hiking all on trail. This a loop hike, going up the Santa Anita Canyon, passing Sturtevant Falls, coming out to the Sturtevant Camp. From there it is down to Zion and out the Lower Winter Creek trail back to Chantry Flats. Slow to moderate pace. Bring food, water and 10 essentials. This Lower Peaks Committee outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Doris Duval.

Wednesday, March 30, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Black Mountain #4 (6149') and Chapparosa Peak (5541')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Black Mountain #4 (6149') and Chapparosa Peak (5541') - Join us for two interesting peaks situated between Big Bear Lake and Joshua Tree National Park. Total distance will be approximately 10 miles, and total gain for the day will be about 2400 feet. Drive between trailheads. High-clearance vehicle preferred. Bring water, lunch, snacks, layers, lugsoles, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, March 30, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED I: Three Sisters (8100') - RESCHEDULED TO APR 3

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Three Sisters (8100') - Join us for an exploration of an alternate route to Three Sisters. The normal HPS route to Three Sisters goes through the Lake Fire Closure area. Our approach, avoiding closed areas and trails, will involve some unfamiliar cross-country which may ultimately have obstacles that impede gaining the summit. Progress will proceed within the rating of this outing. This very strenuous hike, approx. 16 miles round trip and 5000' gain, is only for the fit and experienced hiker. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch, hat and head-lamp. Please contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, March 30, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Tehachapi Mtn (7960'+)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
O: Tehachapi Mtn (7960’+). Hike to this lovely peak from the Tehachapi Mtn Park Campground. The total hike will be 5 miles round trip with 2000’ of gain. Please bring: liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and a hat. Contact peterdoggett@AOL.com for trip details. Leaders: Peter & Ignacia Doggett.

Saturday, April 02, 2016 to Sunday, April 03, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Sandy Point (7,062’), Last Chance Mountain (8,456’)

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com

I: Sandy Point (7,062’), Last Chance Mountain (8,456’) – #Hikethe100 Join us for a late autumn weekend in the Last Chance Mountains way up in northern Death Valley National Park near Scotty's Castle, CA. Both peaks require a strenuous effort, which we'll exert at a moderate pace, and will require comfort on rocky, thorny, steep, and loose class 2 desert terrain. Saturday we'll head south up a long ridge and enjoy fantastic views down into Eureka Valley as well as of the seemingly numberless peaks and ranges that surround us as we make our way to Sandy Point. We'll return the way we came, with a brief diversion to the imaginatively named Peak 6277, for a day's total of about 11.0 RT miles with 2,700’ of gain. Saturday night we'll camp out at the primitive and dry Eureka Dunes Campground and enjoy a festive Happy Hour and Potluck under star-packed, new moon night skies. Sunday we'll head up through the Pinyon Pine and Juniper filled slopes of Last Chance Mountain, upon whose summit we'll relish the superb views that can only be found atop P2K peaks. We'll return the way we came in for a day's total of about 5.0 RT miles with 3,000’ of gain. Feel free to join us for one or both days. High clearance vehicles recommended. This is a DPS Outing co-sponsored by HPS. Email Mat Kelliher at mkelliher746@gmail.com with contact and carpool info, recent conditioning, and experience for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, BILL SIMPSON

Sunday, April 03, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Whale Peak (5324’)

Karen Buehler 818-248-1482 karen.buehler2@gmail.com
Robert Draney 818-935-1843 rrdraney@yahoo.com

I: Whale Peak (5324’)- Moderately strenuous slow paced 8 mi rt 1800’ gain hike on rough use trail and cross-country up rocky canyons and ridges with some Class 2 rock scrambling to Whale Peak in Anza Borrego. We will meet at Stagecoach Trails RV Resort at 7:00 AM and drive on dirt road to parking area. Optional camping night before. High clearance vehicles recommended on dirt road. Bring 10 essentials, breakfast, lunch, lug soles, poles are useful, and lots of warm clothing. Rain cancels. This is a WTC Outing co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leader for more information. Ldr: Karen Buehler Asst: Robert Draney

Sunday, April 03, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Three Sisters (8100’) - RESCHEDULED FROM MAR 30

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Three Sisters (8100’) - Join us for an exploration of an alternate route to Three Sisters. The normal HPS route to Three Sisters goes through the Lake Fire Closure area. Our approach, avoiding closed areas and trails, will involve some unfamiliar cross-country which may ultimately have obstacles that impede gaining the summit. Progress will proceed within the rating of this outing. This very strenuous hike, approx. 16 miles round trip and 5000’ gain, is only for the fit and experienced hiker. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch, hat and head-lamp. Please contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett
Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Granite Peaks (7527')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Granite Peaks (7527') - Hike to this lovely peak East of Big Bear Lake. The total hike will be about 5 miles cross-country with 1700' of gain. Bring: Liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch & a hat. Contact peterdoggett@AOL.com for trip details. Leaders: Peter & Ignacia Doggett.

Saturday, April 09, 2016 to Sunday, April 10, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
M/E: Sierra Snow Checkoff/Practice

Nile Sorenson 714-203-1405 nsorenso@pacbell.net
Mr Douglas Mantle 818-362-5132 dmantle@mantlezimmer.com
Neal Robbins 310-540-5089 neal.robbins@l-3com.com

M/E: Sierra Snow Checkoff/Practice - For M & E candidates wanting to check off leadership ratings. We welcome others who wish to practice new techniques. Restricted to SC mbrs with some prior basic training with the ice axe. Send SC#, climbing resume, email, H&W phones to Ldr: NILE SORENSON Co-ldrs: DOUG MANTLE and NEAL ROBBINS

Saturday, April 09, 2016 to Sunday, April 10, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED I: Quail Mountain (5813'+) and Mount Minerva Hoyt (5405') - RESCHEDULED TO APRIL 30, 2016

May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com

I: Quail Mountain (5813'+) and Mount Minerva Hoyt (5405') - RESCHEDULED TO APRIL 30, 2016 - #Hikethe100 Join us for a moderately paced backpack trip to two peaks in Joshua Tree National Park in celebration of the 100th anniversary of the National Park Service. Quail Mountain is the highest peak in the Park. Mt. Minerva Hoyt was named by the US Board of Geographic Names to honor Minerva Hamilton Hoyt in 2013. She was devoted to preserving the desert plants in the area of Joshua Tree National Park, Death Valley and Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. Saturday we will begin our trip from Hidden Valley Picnic Area and cross-country on the desert floor about 3 miles with around 400' elevation gain to our base camp. Early Sunday morning we will traverse cross-country up to Quail Mountain via Mount Minerva Hoyt. After summiting Quail, we will cross-country back to our base camp, break camp and return to Hidden Valley Picnic Area. Totals for Sunday will be approximately 8 miles with around 1,700' of elevation gain. Please send an email to the leader with your contact information, condition, and experience. Contact May at hitomitang@hotmail.com for trip details. LEADER: May Tang ASSISTANT LEADER: Bill Simpson

Wednesday, April 13, 2016 6:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Stonewall Peak (5730'), Oakzanita Peak (5054'), Garnet Peak (5880')

Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

O: Stonewall Peak (5730'), Oakzanita Peak (5054'), Garnet Peak (5880')- Join us for a fun day hiking these great peaks near Julian. Stonewall, in Cuyamaca Rancho State Park, is particularly fun, with stone steps cut into the final portion of its massive summit area, and fabulous 360 degree views. Stats: 12 miles, 2400' gain
on trail and cross country. Bring lugsoles liquids layers and lunch. Tasty treats provided. Rain cancels. Contact leaders for meeting time and location. Leader: JIM HAGAR, Co-leaders: BILL SIMPSON, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, April 13, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Heald Peak (6901’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Heald Peak (6901’) - Join us for a hike to this great peak in Kern County. A summit plaque celebrates Weldon F. Heald, founder of the Hundred Peaks Section. Enjoy views of Lake Isabella, Kelso Valley and the distant Sierras as we hike 8 miles rt and 4000’ of gain. High clearance vehicles advised. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, April 16, 2016 12:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Mt McDill (5187’)

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net
Wayne Vollaire 909-595-5855 avollaire1@verizon.net

O: Mt McDill (5187’) - Join us for a day in the Angeles National Forest, just east of Palmdale. We will be doing Rt. 2 of this recently added peak. Stats are 6 miles round trip, 1500’ of gain on trail and fire road. Slow to moderate pace. Bring food, water, 10 essentials. Contact leaders for status and details. Leaders: Dave Comerzan, Wayne Vollaire.

Saturday, April 16, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Mt. Inspiration (5560’), Ryan Mountain (5457’) and Warren Point (5103’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

O: Mt. Inspiration (5560’), Ryan Mountain (5457’) and Warren Point (5103’) - #HikeThe100 In celebration of the 100th anniversary of the National Park Service in 2016, the Sierra Club invites you to experience one of these special places: Joshua Tree Nation Park. This is the second of four consecutive Saturday hikes in this National Park. Join us for a fun day in the beautiful desert of Joshua Tree National Park. Drive between peaks; low-clearance vehicles okay. Total round-trip distance to hike all three peaks is around 9 miles, and the total combined gain is about 2800 feet. Bring food, water, lug soles, lunch, snacks, hat & sunblock. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, April 16, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Heald Peak (6901’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Heald Peak (6901’) - Join us for a hike to this great peak in Kern County. A summit plaque celebrates Weldon F. Heald, founder of the Hundred Peaks Section. Enjoy views of Lake Isabella, Kelso Valley and the distant Sierras as we hike 8 miles rt and 4000’ of gain. High clearance vehicles advised. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett
Sunday, April 17, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Weldon Peak (6320')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Weldon Peak (6320') - Hike a section of the PCT in Kern County as we make our way via trail, road and gully to our destination and its impressive bouldered summit. We'll travel a total of 8 miles rt and 1600' gain. High clearance vehicles advised for several miles of dirt road driving to the trailhead. Additional, optional, peaks possible: Sorrel, 0.6 mi and 400' gain; Piute LO, 0.5 mi and 200' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Sunday, April 17, 2016 8:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Sawtooth Peak (8,000+')

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Patricia Arredondo 562-618-4391 paarredo@verizon.net

I: Sawtooth Peak (8,000'+) – Join us for this relaxed pace day hike up into the Southern Sierra a bit north of Hwy 178 to climb a fun peak on the Sierra Peaks Section list. We'll set out early Sunday morning and follow the PCT east to a saddle at the Tulare-Inyo County Line where we'll turn north and follow the ridge to the summit for a day's total of about 9.0 miles with 2,600' of gain. Some travel through brush possible along the ridge. Well behaved dogs are welcome. Email contact info, recent experience, conditioning, and if you're bringing one along, your dog's name and breed to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. This HPS outing is co-sponsored by SPS. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, PAT ARREDONDO

Wednesday, April 20, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED CANCELLED: I: Granite Mountain #2 (5633')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

CANCELLED: I: Granite Mountain #2 (5633') - Strenuous, moderately paced cross-country adventure in Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. Total distance will be about 8 miles, and the total elevation gain will be around 3000 feet. High-clearance vehicles preferred. Bring lunch, snacks, lug soles, hat, sun screen, water, layers and gloves. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, April 20, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Beartrap Bluff (6160+')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Beartrap Bluff (6160+') - Join us for this unusual peak in the Los Padres National Forest. Most of the hike will be on trail, but a significant portion will be off trail and include a climb up a steep, rocky gully. Strenuous hike of about 12 miles round trip and 3800' of gain. Bring lug soles, water, food, layers, hat and sunblock. Contact leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON
Thursday, April 21, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Mt. Muir (4686')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Mt. Muir (4686') - John Muir was born on April 21, 1838. Join us as we remember him with a hike to his peak, a peak named in his honor and which he visited. The total hike will be 10 miles round trip with about 2000' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett

Friday, April 22, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Mt. Zion (3575') - RESCHEDULED FROM 3/28/2016

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net
Doris Duval 323-221-6023 duv14@sbcglobal.net

O: Mt. Zion (3575') - Join us for a day in the Angeles National Forest, North of Pasadena. This Lower Peak is 10 miles round trip, 2100' of gain, estimate about 5-6 hours of hiking all on trail. This a loop hike, going up the Santa Anita Canyon, passing Sturtevant Falls, coming out to the Sturtevant Camp. From there it is down to Zion and out the Lower Winter Creek trail back to Chantry Flats. Slow to moderate pace. Bring food, water and 10 essentials. This Lower Peaks Committee outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Doris Duval.

Saturday, April 23, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Navigation: Warren Point Navigation Noodle

Robert M Myers 310-829-3177 rmmyers@ix.netcom.com
Ann Pedreschi 818-637-2542 apedreschi@sbcglobal.net

I: Navigation: Warren Point Navigation Noodle: Navigation noodle at Joshua Tree National Park to satisfy the basic (I/M) level navigation requirements. Saturday for practice, skills refresher, altimeter, homework, campfire. Sunday checkout. Send email/sase, contact info, navigation experience/training, any WTC, leader rating, rideshare to Leader: Robert Myers. Assistant: Ann Shields

Saturday, April 23, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Queen Mountain (5680') and Lost Horse Mountain (5313')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Queen Mountain (5680') and Lost Horse Mountain (5313') - #Hikethe100 In celebration of the 100th anniversary of the National Park Service in 2016, the Sierra Club invites you to experience one of these special places: Joshua Tree Nation Park. This is the first of four consecutive Saturday hikes in this National Park. Join us for this hike to two interesting peaks in Joshua Tree National Park. Drive between trailheads. Park entry fee. Totals for the day will be about 9 miles and around 2100' of gain. Please bring water, lugsoles, layers, lunch, snacks, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON, Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, April 23, 2016 to Sunday, April 24, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: San Jacinto Peak (10,804'), Jean Peak (10,670'), Folly Peak (10,480'), Marion Mountain (10,320') &
Drury Peak (10,160')

Derek Tse derek.l.tse@gmail.com
Rodney Kieffer 310-259-9938 rodkieffer@yahoo.com

I: San Jacinto Peak (10,804'), Jean Peak (10,670'), Folly Peak (10,480'), Marion Mountain (10,320') & Drury Peak (10,160') - Join us for a moderately-paced overnight backpack to climb 5 HPS peaks in the San Jacinto Wilderness. We will begin on Saturday morning with a ride on the Palm Springs Aerial Tramway. In just 12 minutes, we will ascend from the Sonoran Desert to a beautiful alpine forest. From the tram station (8,516'), we will hike to Miller Peak (10,400') and then San Jacinto Peak (10,804'). Sierra Club founder John Muir once remarked that "The view from San Jacinto is the most sublime spectacle to be found anywhere on this earth!" After soaking in the spectacular views and celebrating our accomplishment, we will hike cross-country to Folly Peak (10,480') before settling into camp at Little Round Valley Campground (Saturday total 7mi, 2,600' gain). On Sunday, we will hike cross-country to Drury Peak (10,160'), Marion Mountain (but not it's 10,320' summit block), Shirley Peak (10,338') and Jean Peak (10,670') before returning to the tram station for our ride down (Sunday total 5mi, 1,600' gain). Send email to Derek Tse at Derek.L.Tse@gmail.com with contact info, experience and recent conditioning for trip status and details. Budget $30 for the tram ride and wilderness permit fee if accepted. This WTC Outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Leader: DEREK TSE, Asst-Leader: ROD KIEFFER

Sunday, April 24, 2016 6:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Owens Peak (8453'), Mount Jenkins (7921'), Morris Peak (7215')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Owens Peak (8453'), Mount Jenkins (7921'), Morris Peak (7215') - Six great HPS peaks crown Indian Wells Canyon in Kern County. Hike half the crown in one day, rather than the usual 2. Our circuit includes the fun and forested trail to Owens (also an SPS peak) and the Pacific Crest Trail with its fabulous views -- the long and wonderful canyon, the rugged slopes of Backus-Russell, and the white-cliffed jagged ridgeline to Five Fingers. At 17 miles round trip with 6000' of gain, this hike is for the well-conditioned experienced hiker. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch & hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Sunday, April 24, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Navigation: Warren Point Navigation Noodle

Robert M Myers 310-829-3177 rmmyers@ix.netcom.com
Ann Pedreschi 818-637-2542 apedreschi@sbcglobal.net

I: Navigation: Warren Point Navigation Noodle: Navigation noodle at Joshua Tree National Park to satisfy the basic (I/M) level navigation requirements. Saturday for practice, skills refresher, altimeter, homework, campfire. Sunday checkout. Send email/sase, contact info, navigation experience/training, any WTC, leader rating, rideshare to Leader: Robert Myers. Assistant: Ann Shields

Wednesday, April 27, 2016 6:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Cuyamaca Peak (6512'), Middle Peak (5883')

Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

I: Cuyamaca Peak (6512'), Middle Peak (5883') - Join us for these two lovely peaks in Cuyamaca Rancho
State Park near Julian. Cuyamaca has spectacular views of Anza Borrego, Palomar Mountain, and maybe we will even see the Coronado Islands. On the way home we will stop in Julian for pie. Total of 8.5 miles with 2700' gain on trail. Bring lugsoles liquids layers and lunch. Tasty treats provided. Rain cancels. Contact leaders for meeting time and location. Leader: JIM HAGAR, Co-leaders: BILL SIMPSON, VIRGINIA SIMPSON, JIMMY QUAN

Saturday, April 30, 2016 to Sunday, May 01, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Quail Mountain (5813'+) and Mount Minerva Hoyt (5405') - RESCHEDULED FROM APR 9 - 10, 2016

May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com

I: Quail Mountain (5813'+) and Mount Minerva Hoyt (5405') - RESCHEDULED FROM APR 9 - 10, 2016 - Join us for a moderately paced backpack trip to two peaks in Joshua Tree National Park in celebration of the 100th anniversary of the National Park Service. Quail Mountain is the highest peak in the Park. Mt. Minerva Hoyt was named by the US Board of Geographic Names to honor Minerva Hamilton Hoyt in 2013. She was devoted to preserving the desert plants in the area of Joshua Tree National Park, Death Valley and Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. Saturday we will begin our trip from Hidden Valley Picnic Area and cross-country on the desert floor about 3 miles with around 400' elevation gain to our base camp. Early Sunday morning we will traverse cross-country up to Quail Mountain via Mount Minerva Hoyt. After summiting Quail, we will cross-country back to our base camp, break camp and return to Hidden Valley Picnic Area. Totals for Sunday will be approximately 8 miles with around 1,700' of elevation gain. Please send an email to the leader with your contact information, condition, and experience. Contact May at hitomitang@hotmail.com for trip details. LEADER: May Tang ASSISTANT LEADER: Bill Simpson #Hikethe100

Saturday, April 30, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED CANCELLED I: Bernard Peak (5430'), Little Berdoo Peak (5440')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

CANCELLED I: Bernard Peak (5430'), Little Berdoo Peak (5440') - #Hikethe100 In celebration of the 100th anniversary of the National Park Service in 2016, the Sierra Club invites you to experience one of these special places: Joshua Tree Nation Park. This is the fourth of four Saturday hikes in this National Park. Join us for a personal favorite hike of the Leaders to Bernard and Little Berdoo in Joshua Tree National Park. Totals for the day will be about 6.5 miles round trip with around 1800' of gain. The hike to these two peaks will be entirely off trail. High-clearance vehicles required. Park entry fee. Bring lunch, snacks, water, lugsoles, layers, hat and sunblock. Contact Leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, April 30, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Sawtooth Mtn (5200'), Burnt Pk (5788')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Sawtooth Mtn (5200'), Burnt Pk (5788') - Join us for a hike to one or both of these San Gabriel Mountains peaks in the northwest end of the Angeles National Forest. Experience the change and transition that typify the geology and history of these peaks. Geology: a desert to forest transition zone, they are bounded to the north by the San Andreas fault. History: Sawtooth Mountain was named Liebre Peak until its original name was transferred to another summit. Burnt Peak was first called Sawmill Mountain; then, the name changed following a major fire. Sawtooth is 7 miles rt and 2000' gain; Burnt is 6 mi rt and 800'. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

http://vault.sierraclub.org/online-activities/printview.asp
Sunday, May 01, 2016 6:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED I: Antimony Peak (6848'), Eagle Rest Peak (6005')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Antimony Peak (6848'), Eagle Rest Peak (6005') - Wonderful vistas await -- green and pretty Cuddy Valley; Mt. Pinos, the highest peak in the San Emigdio range; more beautiful pine-forested peaks; and the San Joaquin Valley to the north -- as we climb first to an area known for its antimony deposits, and then to the impressive summit known for its once abundant Golden and Bald Eagles. The total hike will be about 11 miles round trip with 5400’ of gain. Please bring liquids, lug soles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett

Sunday, May 01, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Wysup Peak (8990’), Onyx Peak #1 (9113’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Wysup Peak (8990’), Onyx Peak #1 (9113’) - Join us for a hike in the San Bernardino Mountains, south of Big Bear. Hike one or both peaks. Wysup will be 8.3 miles round trip and 2100’ gain. Onyx will be 1 mile rt and 700’ gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, May 04, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED CANCELLED: O: Santiago Peak (5687') and Modjeska Peak (5496')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

CANCELLED: O: Santiago Peak (5687’) and Modjeska Peak (5496’) - A challenging hike to peaks in Orange County on trail and dirt road. Around 21 miles round trip with about 5000’ of gain. Bring lunch, snacks, water, lugsoles, layers, hat and sunblock. High-clearance vehicle preferred. Contact Leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, May 04, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Onyx Peak #2 (5244’), Mayan Peak (6108’) and Butterbredt Peak (5997’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
John Tevelein 949-854-0657 jctevelein@cox.net

I: Onyx Peak #2 (5244’), Mayan Peak (6108’) and Butterbredt Peak (5997’) - Hike these fine deserty, steep, sandy peaks. Three separate hikes with a drive to each trailhead for a day's total of about 9 miles round trip with around 5300’ of gain. Drive between trailheads. Bring lug soles, water, lunch, layers & hat. Contact the leader for meeting information. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON, JOHN TEVELEIN

Thursday, May 05, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Cahuilla Mtn (5635') and Stonewall Peak (5730')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Cahuilla Mtn (5635') and Stonewall Peak (5730') - Hike to two nice peaks near Temecula and Julian. The total hike will be about 10 miles round trip with about 2000' of gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, May 07, 2016 6:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Hines Peak (6704'), Topatopa Bluff (6367'), Chief Peak (5550')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Hines Peak (6704'), Topatopa Bluff (6367'), Chief Peak (5550') - Climb these three terrific peaks in Ventura County near Ojai. The total hike will be about 10 miles round trip and 3000' gain on a combination of trail, fire road, and open ridgeline. The Hines ridgeline has a short, not for beginners, section. Number of 4WD vehicles will limit the number of participants. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, May 07, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED I: Bernard Peak (5430'), Little Berdoo Peak (5440') - RESCHEDULED FROM APRIL 30,2016

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Bernard Peak (5430'), Little Berdoo Peak (5440') - RESCHEDULED FROM APRIL 30,2016 - In celebration of the 100th anniversary of the National Park Service in 2016, the Sierra Club invites you to experience one of these special places: Joshua Tree Nation Park. This is the fourth of four Saturday hikes in this National Park. Join us for a personal favorite hike of the Leaders to Bernard and Little Berdoo in Joshua Tree National Park. Totals for the day will be about 6.5 miles round trip with around 1800' of gain. The hike to these two peaks will be entirely off trail. High-clearance vehicles required. Park entry fee. Bring lunch, snacks, water, lugsoles, layers, hat and sunblock. Contact Leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON #Hikethe100

Saturday, May 07, 2016 8:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Navigation: Beginning Navigation Clinic

Diane Dunbar 818-248-0455 dianedunbar@charter.net
Richard Boardman 310-374-4371

I: Navigation: Beginning Navigation Clinic: Spend the day one-on-one with an instructor, learning/practicing map and compass in our local mountains. Beginners to rusty old-timers welcome and practice is available at all skill levels. Not a checkout, but it will help you prepare. Many expert leaders will attend; many I-rated leaders started here in the past. 4 mi, 500' gain. Send sase, phones, rideshare info, $25 deposit, refunded at trailhead (Sierra Club) to Leader: Diane Dunbar. Co-Ldr: Richard Boardman

Tuesday, May 10, 2016 6:30 PM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Club Support Event
HPS Management Committee Meeting
Wayne Bannister 323-258-8052 waynebannister@socal.rr.com

HPS Management Committee Meeting: All are welcome to attend our bi-monthly management committee meeting to discuss the business side of the section and upcoming activities. All are welcome to join us and opportunities to become involved are available. The meeting begins at 6:30 pm via conference call. To receive access information to join in on the conference call, to have items added to the agenda, or to volunteer, please contact the HPS Chair: Wayne Bannister

Wednesday, May 11, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Backus Peak (6651’), Russell Peak (6696’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com
John Tevelein 949-854-0657 jctevelein@cox.net

I: Backus Peak (6651’), Russell Peak (6696’) - Join us for this classic, somewhat gnarly traverse of a prominent ridgeline in the high desert north of the town of Mojave. Strenuous. Paved road driving. Totals for the day will be about 10 miles with around 4000’ of gain. Please bring water, lugsoles, layers, lunch, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, JIM HAGAR, JOHN TEVELEIN

Wednesday, May 11, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: San Rafael Mountain (6593’), McKinley Mountain (6200’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: San Rafael Mountain (6593’), McKinley Mountain (6200’) - Day hike two of the Big 3 and journey into the wild and remote Santa Barbara County above Lake Cachuma. Hiking mostly fireroad and good trail, we’ll be treated to views of the beautiful canyons and mountains surrounding our 21 mile and 4200’ gain route. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip information. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, May 14, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Bohna Peak (6760’), Sunday Peak (8295’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Bohna Peak (6760’), Sunday Peak (8295’) - Join us for the HPS Spring Fling. Hike these two beautiful peaks near Lake Isabella at a comfortable pace. The total hike will be about 6.5 miles round trip with 2400’ gain on dirt road and lovely trails. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for Saturday's trip details. Join us for Sunday's hike to Split & Black, too (Contact the HPS reservationist to reserve a spot at the HPS campsite.). Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, May 14, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Pinyon Peak (6,805’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
I: Pinyon Peak (6,805') – HUNDRED PEAKS SECTION'S SPRING FLING!! PLAN TO JOIN US SATURDAY AND SUNDAY!! Join us for a pleasant Saturday in the Scodie Mountains near Walker Pass on this interesting outing into the Kiavah Wilderness to summit this fine Southern Sierran peak. We'll travel at a moderate pace on the Pinyon Jack Trail, use trail and cross country for the day's total of about 7.5 miles round trip with around 3000' of gain (2550' going in, 450' on return). OPTIONAL: POT LUCK AT NEARBY CAMPGROUND FOLLOWING HIKE. Email contact info, recent experience, conditioning to Leader for trip status and details. LEADER: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, May 14, 2016 to Sunday, May 15, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Dragons Head (10,866')

Beth Epstein 562-439-0646 b.epstein@verizon.net
Dave Scobie 323-662-3538 davescobie@gmail.com

I: Dragons Head (10,866') - Backpack into the San Gorgonio Wilderness for some alpine cross-country hiking. Saturday hike from Big Falls on the Vivian Creek Trail to Halfway Camp, 3.5 miles, 2000' gain. Depending on the interests of the group, possibly climb Dobbs Peak (10,459') (adding 6 mi, 2650' gain, mostly cross-country), return for happy hour. Sunday climb Dragons Head, 7 miles, 2900' gain (2 mi. cross country). Return to camp and hike out, a total of 10.5 miles for the day. (Will consider looping in San Gorgonio Peak depending on group interest, longer by 3.5 mile, 800'). Comfort on cross country talus required. This WTC outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Send email with experience and conditioning, phones and carpool info to Beth (b.epstein@verizon.net) Ldr: BETH EPSTEIN Co-Ldr: DAVE SCOBIE

Saturday, May 14, 2016 9:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Onyx Peak #2 (5,244')

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net
Lilly Y Fukui 626-300-5812 lilly13fukui@gmail.com

I: Onyx Peak #2 (5,244') - Come join us for this first day of the HPS Spring Fling on a wildflower-choked romp to a peak high above South Fork Valley on the east side of Lake Isabella. We'll do this steep, steep little peak (2 miles up with 2,300' of gain) at an easy pace, but one that will allow us plenty of time to head over to our campground on the west side of Lake Isabella in time to get all set up for the Spring Fling Festivities. Well behaved dogs are welcome. Email contact info, recent experience, conditioning, and if you’re bringing one along, your dog’s name and breed to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, MIKE DILLENBACK, LILLY FUKUI

Saturday, May 14, 2016 5:00 PM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Social Event
2016 HPS Spring Fling

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com

2016 HPS Spring Fling - Welcome in the return of longer, warmer days with a fun and festive weekend filled with outstanding peak bagging and an evening of partying in the Sequoia National Forest near Lake Isabella, CA. Camp with us at the campsites we’ve reserved at Pioneer Point Campground Saturday night, or stay in one of many motels in nearby towns of Keyesville, Lake Isabella, Wofford Heights, or Kernville, CA. Wherever you stay, everyone is welcome to join us for a hearty Happy Hour and Potluck Saturday night, along with lots of socializing and serious relaxing around a roaring campfire beneath the moon-lit starry night sky. Check the HPS website, the Lookout, or the Angeles Chapter Outings website for scheduled Spring Fling hikes, and contact hike leaders directly for information on specific hikes. HPS requests a $5 per person ($10 per family) charge to help defray campground fees. Reservations are on a first come, first served basis, so be sure to email the HPS Programs Committee reservationist at mkelliher746@gmail.com early to assure your spot!
Sunday, May 15, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Split Mtn (6835'), Black Mtn #5 (7438')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Split Mountain (6835'), Black Mountain #5 (7438'): Join us for the second day of the HPS Spring Fling. To reach our first summit and its distinctive cleft appearance, we'll go from walking a pretty forested trail to weaving through some brushy terrain; then climb up and around a boulders-manzanita mix to spectacular views of the Kern River Valley and Lake Isabella. After a short drive to our second trailhead, we'll make a relatively short but steep ascent to our second summit amidst the magnificence of a forest verdant with lush ferns and beautiful trees. Join us for one or both peaks. The first peak is 8 miles rt with 2400' gain; high clearance vehicles advised. The second peak is 3 miles rt with 1200' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip information. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Sunday, May 15, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Skinner Peak (7,120')

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net

O: Skinner Peak (7,120') – Join us as we close out the 2016 HPS Spring Fling on this relaxed paced hike to a gorgeous peak in the southern Scodie Mtns east of Lake Isabella, CA. Expect lots of wildflowers and about 7.5 roundtrip miles with 2,150' of gain on trail and use trail. Well behaved dogs are welcome. Email contact info, recent experience, conditioning, and if you're bringing one along, your dog's name and breed to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, MIKE DILLENBACK.

Sunday, May 15, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Heald Peak (6901'), Nicolls Peak (6070')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Heald Peak (6901'), Nicolls Peak (6070') - HUNDRED PEAKS SECTION'S SPRING FLING!! PLAN TO JOIN US SATURDAY AND SUNDAY AND PARTICIPATE IN SATURDAY NIGHT'S POT LUCK!! Join us on Sunday for an all-cross-country visit to two of the best peaks in Kern County. Heald has an interesting approach, and the views from Nicolls are outstanding. We plan to hike at a moderate pace. The terrain will be steep and brushy at times, and this hike would not be suitable for beginners. The total hike will be about 8.5 miles round trip with around 4200' gain. Bring lug soles, water, food, layers, hat and sunblock. Contact leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Sunday, May 15, 2016 5:30 PM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Social Event
DPS Annual Banquet

Kathy Rich 323-256-3776 kathyrich@gmail.com

Desert Peaks Section Annual Banquet: Join the DPS for a wonderful evening at the Luminarias Restaurant in Monterey Park. This year’s speaker will be Doug Kasian, who will present “Climbing Remote Peaks in the Mountain Ranges of Arizona”. The Social Hour and No Host Bar starts at 5:30 p.m., followed by dinner at 7:00 p.m. and awards. Reserve your tickets now! For Questions e-mail: Laura Newman at lanewman@gmail.com
Wednesday, May 18, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Eagle Rest Peak (5955') and Antimony Peak (6848')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

I: Eagle Rest Peak (5955') and Antimony Peak (6848') - No eagles seen, but a condor was spotted two years ago during lunch on Eagle Rest Peak. Strenuous hike to peaks near Frazier Park for about 11 miles round trip with around 5300' of gain on dirt road and rough trail. Some class 2 rock scrambling. Suitable only for experienced and conditioned hikers. Moderate pace. High-clearance vehicle advised. Bring lug soles, water, lunch, layers, sunblock & hat. Contact the leader for meeting information. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, JIMMY QUAN

Wednesday, May 18, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: San Rafael Peak (6666') and Thorn Point (6920'+)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: San Rafael Peak (6666') and Thorn Point (6920'+) - Hike these two fine peaks at a moderate pace. The total hike will be about 19 miles round trip with 5,300' of gain. Please bring lug soles, liquids, layers, lunch and a hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for meeting details. Leaders: Peter & Ignacia Doggett.

Saturday, May 21, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Hines Peak (6704'), Topatopa Bluff (6367'), Chief Peak (5550')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Hines Peak (6704'), Topatopa Bluff (6367'), Chief Peak (5550') - Climb these three terrific peaks in Ventura County near Ojai. The total hike will be about 10 miles round trip and 3000' gain on a combination of trail, fire road, and open ridgeline. The Hines ridgeline has a short, not for beginners, section. Number of 4WD vehicles will limit the number of participants. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, May 21, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Lizard Head (5250'), Cuyama Peak LO (5878')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Lizard Head (5250'), Cuyama Peak LO (5878') - A strenuous hike on trail and cross-country for 11 miles round trip with 3900' of gain to a peak west of Maricopa followed by a drive-up to an old (and now falling apart) lookout. Moderate pace. Suitable only for experienced and conditioned hikers. High clearance vehicle advised. Bring food, water, lugsoles, layers, hat and sunblock. Contact Leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Sunday, May 22, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing

http://vault.sierraclub.org/online-activities/printview.asp
I: Antimony Peak (6848’), Eagle Rest Peak (6005’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Antimony Peak (6848’), Eagle Rest Peak (6005’) - Wonderful vistas await -- green and pretty Cuddy Valley; Mt. Pinos, the highest peak in the San Emigdio range; more beautiful pine-forested peaks; and the San Joaquin Valley to the north -- as we climb first to an area known for its antimony deposits, and then to the impressive summit known for its once abundant Golden and Bald Eagles. The total hike will be about 11 miles round trip with 5400’ of gain. Please bring liquids, lug soles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, May 25, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Hildreth Peak (5,065’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

I: Hildreth Peak (5,065’): Join us for this moderate paced, strenuous 16-mile round trip hike with around 4,700 feet of elevation gain in Santa Barbara area. We’ll hike on a route that has both significant trail and significant cross-country from the south up through Agua Caliente Canyon. The hike begins along a gently babbling creek, where we’ll travel up through trees before heading up a steep, loose, sometimes very brushy ridge to an old jeep road leading to this peak. It is named after Joel Hildreth, one of the first Forest Rangers in the 1890s to patrol this gorgeous area of California formerly inhabited by the Chumash. For an added bonus we’ll get to see the spectacular "miniature Hoover Dam" enroute, a sight often missed by the unknowing. Suitable only for seasoned and well-conditioned hikers. Consider car or tent camping near the trailhead to facilitate early Wednesday morning start. Bring lug soles, water, lunch, layers & hat. Contact the leader for meeting information. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, JIMMY QUAN

Wednesday, May 25, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: San Rafael Peak (6640’+)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: San Rafael Peak (6640’+) - Starting farther back from the normal trailhead, due to current road conditions, we will hike through the pretty forested Mutua Flat in the Los Padres National Forest. Our longer hike will be about 18 miles round trip with 3400’ gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch, hat and the rest of the essentials. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, May 28, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Onyx Peak #2 (5244’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Onyx Peak #2 (5244’) - Hike this fine, deserty, steep, sandy peak in the south-most end of Sequoia National Forest. Strenuous. The hike will be done at a SLOW pace, designed for HPS members who simply need a little more time to complete a hike to an HPS peak. The total hike will be about 4 miles round trip with around 2400’ of gain. Bring lug soles, water, lunch, layers, sunblock & hat. Contact the Leader for meeting information. Leader: BILL SIMPSON, Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON
Sunday, May 29, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Cone Peak (6800'+)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Cone Peak (6800') - Hike to this recently unsuspended peak from the Morris Ranch Road. The total hike will be about 2.5 miles round trip with 1300' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Additional peaks possible. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Monday, May 30, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Eagle Crag (5077')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Eagle Crag (5077') - Travel trail and cross-country through beautiful and varied terrain -- wild woodland, meadows, streams, ravines and forest -- to this promontory in a remote and isolated corner of the Agua Tibia Wilderness. Totals for the day will be 18 miles rt and 4200' gain (2700' out plus 1500' on return). High clearance vehicles advised. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, June 01, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Backus Peak (6651')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

I: Backus Peak (6651') - Join us for a classic, somewhat gnarly hike to a peak on a prominent ridgeline in Sequoia National Forest in the high desert north of the town of Mojave. Strenuous. This hike will be done at a SLOW pace to accommodate HPS hikers who need a little more time to hike to HPS peaks. Paved road driving. Totals for the day will be about 6 miles round trip with around 2700 feet of gain. Please bring water, lugsoles, layers, lunch, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, JIMMY QUAN

Wednesday, June 01, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Allen Pk (5795'), Birch Mtn (7826'), Cedar Mtn (8324')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Allen Pk (5795'), Birch Mtn (7826'), Cedar Mtn (8324') - Traversing the rarely visited Yucaipa Ridge, you are immersed in a beautiful grand forest -- magnificent yet welcoming. Wander with us through these woods, and share wonderful views of Mill Creek and the San Bernardino Crest to the north. Strenuous, not for beginners; approx. 15 miles rt and 5000' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch, hat and headlamp. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, June 04, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: RESCHEDULED FROM MAY 7, 2016 - Black Mountain #5 (7438') and Split Mountain (6835')
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Split Mountain (6835’) and Black Mountain #5 (7438’)- Join us for two special peaks in the Kern River Ranger District near Lake Isabella. This will be a strenuous cross-country hike with total distance of about 13 miles and total gain of around 4000 feet. High-clearance SUV preferred. Bring food, water, lug soles, layers, lunch, snacks, hat & sunblock. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Sunday, June 05, 2016 8:00 AM

0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing

I: Scodie Mountain

Malia Latin 555-555-555 malialatin@gmail.com
Will McWhinney 323-221-0202 willmcw@gmail.com

I: Scodie Mountain - Join us for superb company and a lovely hike up one of the Sierra’s closest (to LA) peaks! We will hike Scodie Mountain via the Canebrake Creek route (7 mi RT, 2,300’ gain). While this is a day-hike, the vast majority of travel will be off-trail with some steep sections. Camping optional Saturday night at Walker Pass Campground. This WTC Outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Please RSVP to Malia Latin at malialatin@gmail.com. LEADER: Malia Latin, ASST. LEADER: Will McWhinney.

Sunday, June 05, 2016 9:00 AM

0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing

O: Zobeida Arauz Memorial Hike and Potluck

Wayne Bannister 323-258-8052 waynebannister@socal.rr.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com

O: Zobeida Arauz Memorial Hike and Potluck - Join us for a celebration of the life of Zobeida Arauz. On Sunday, June 5, there will be a memorial hike for Zobeida Arauz, who passed away on May 21st after a long battle with pancreatic cancer. Join with others who have known and loved to hike with Zobeida. She touched the hearts of many with her smile and her gentle demeanor. Those who knew her admired her dedication -- completing the HPS list eight times (the record for a woman) -- and her bravery for overcoming her fear of heights. Zobeida’s friends and family will hike together in the wilderness she loved to the summit of Mt. Hillyer (1.5 miles RT, 300’ gain) for a final wilderness salute to her memory. The hike will be followed by a potluck at Bandido Campground. In lieu of flowers, a memorial fund has been set up in Zobeida’s name; proceeds will benefit pancreatic cancer research. Follow the link below for additional information. Meet at 9:00 AM at the La Canada rideshare location with all the usual and something to share for the potluck. Leaders: WAYNE BANNISTER, BILL & VIRGINIA SIMPSON, MAT KELLIHER

Wednesday, June 08, 2016 7:00 AM

0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing

I: Chief Peak (5560’+), Hines Peak (6704’), Topatopa Bluff (6367’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

I: Chief Peak (5560’+), Hines Peak (6704’), Topatopa Bluff (6367’) - Visit three spectacular peaks in condor country along Nordhoff Ridge in the Los Padres National Forest near Ojai. Easy-paced 9 miles round trip with about 3000 feet of elevation gain. Expect some rugged Class 2 scrambling, including a traverse of a severe and exciting knife-edge ridge at Hines. Your 4wd vehicle especially welcome since 4x4 driving permits are required to access the trailheads. For details contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON
Saturday, June 11, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Russell Peak (6696')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Russell Peak (6696') - Join us for a classic, somewhat gnarly hike to a peak on a prominent ridgeline in Sequoia National Forest in the high desert north of the town of Mojave. Strenuous. This hike will be done at a SLOW pace to accommodate HPS hikers who need -- or want -- a little more time to hike to HPS peaks. Paved road driving. Totals for the day will be about 6 miles round trip with around 2700 feet of gain. Please bring water, lugsoles, layers, lunch, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Sunday, June 12, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Little San Gorgonio Pk (9133'), Wilshire Mtn (8832'), Wilshire Pk (8680'), Oak Glen Pk (8404'), Cedar Mtn (8324'), Birch Mtn (7826'), Allen Pk (5795')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Little San Gorgonio Pk (9133'), Wilshire Mtn (8832'), Wilshire Pk (8680'), Oak Glen Pk (8404'), Cedar Mtn (8324'), Birch Mtn (7826'), Allen Pk (5795') - Traversing the rarely visited Yucaipa Ridge, you are immersed in a beautiful grand forest -- magnificent yet welcoming. Wander with us through these woods, and share wonderful views of Galena to the east and the San Bernardino Crest to the north. Strenuous, not for beginners; approx. 16.5 rt and 5400' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch, hat and headlamp. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, June 15, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Shay Mountain (6714'), Little Shay Mountain (6635'), Ingham Peak (6355')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Shay Mountain (6714'), Little Shay Mountain (6635'), Ingham Peak (6355') - Hike these three peaks NW of Big Bear Lake. This area was once home to the Kaiwim Serrano Indians. Members of the Serrano tribe are part of the Takic subset of the large Uto-Aztecan group of Native Americans. They were a branch of people who arrived in Southern California around 2,500 years ago. The entire hike should be about 9 miles round trip with around 2600' of elevation gain. Bring water, lunch, lug soles, layers, sunscreen and hat. Contact the leader for meeting information. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, June 15, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Mount Hawkins (8850'), Copter Ridge (7499')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Mount Hawkins (8850'), Copter Ridge (7499') - Hike out to the lovely Copter Ridge at a moderate pace. The total hike will be about 9 miles with 3500' of gain. Additional peaks possible. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett.
Friday, June 17, 2016 to Saturday, June 18, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Bobcat Knob (6,709’), Goodykoontz Peak (7,558’), Pallett Mountain (7,760’+)

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Dave Scobie 323-662-3538 davescobie@gmail.com

I: Bobcat Knob (6,709’), Goodykoontz Peak (7,558’), Pallett Mountain (7,760’+) – Join us on this moderately strenuous, relaxed but determined-paced, short backpack trip into the heart of the San Gabriel Mountains for a nice climb of a couple gorgeous peaks on the HPS List. Friday we'll set out in the early afternoon from Buckhorn Campground and head down into Cooper Canyon via the Burkhardt Trail to its intersection with the Pacific Crest Trail where we'll make camp and celebrate with a festive Happy Hour under the nearly full moon lit, pre-summer night skies. Expect a day's total of 1.7 miles with about 160’ of gain and 900’ of loss. Saturday we'll set out at first light with daypacks first on trail and then head XC up the steep western ridge system of Goodykoontz Pk, picking up Bobcat Knob along our way. From the summit we'll continue north along the ridgeline for a bit before descending a couple hundred feet and then ascending the southern flank of Pallet Mtn to its summit. After thoroughly enjoying the views up top, we'll descend the western ridge to Burkhardt Saddle, and then head south on trail back to camp for a total of 7.3 miles and 3,900’ of gain. At camp we'll pack up and head back out the final 1.7 miles and 900’ gain needed to get back to our cars. This WTC Experience Trip is co-sponsored by the Hundred Peaks Section. Email recent conditioning and experience, WTC (if any) Area & Group, along with contact and vehicle/rideshare information, to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details Leader: MAT KELLIHER, Co-Leader: DAVE SCOBIE

Saturday, June 18, 2016 6:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED CANCELLED: I: Beartrap Bluff (6160+)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

CANCELLED: I: Beartrap Bluff (6160+) - Join us for this unusual peak in the Los Padres National Forest. Most of the hike will be on trail, but a significant portion will be off trail and include a climb up a steep, rocky gully. Strenuous hike of about 12 miles round trip and 3800’ of gain. Bring lug soles, water, food, layers, hat and sunblock. Contact leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Sunday, June 19, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: White Mtn #1 (7727’) and Grays Peak (7920’+)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: White Mtn #1 (7727’) and Grays Peak (7920’+) - Hike to one or both of these peaks north of Big Bear Lake. White is 6 miles round trip and 1000’ gain; Grays is 6 mi rt and 1200’ gain. Additional peak possible (possibly, Butler). Please bring liquids, lug soles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for hike details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, June 22, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Mt. Williamson (8214’), Pallet Mtn (7800’), Will Thrall Peak (7845’), Pleasant View Ridge (7983’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

I: Mt. Williamson (8214’), Pallet Mtn (7800’), Will Thrall Peak (7845’), Pleasant View Ridge (7983’) - Hike these four great peaks in the Angeles National Forest at a moderate pace. The entire hike should be about
14 miles round trip with around 4000' of elevation gain. Bring: water, lunch, snacks, lug soles, layers, sunblock & hat. Contact the leader for meeting info. Leader: BILL SIMPSON, Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Thursday, June 23, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Mt Lukens (5074'), Vetter LO (5908'), Pinyon Ridge (6536')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Mt Lukens (5074'), Vetter LO (5908'), Pinyon Ridge (6536') - Visit one, two or all three peaks with us. The hike to Lukens is about 10 miles round trip with 2200' of gain; Vetter LO will be about 4 mi rt, with 600' of gain (less if both gates are open); Pinyon Ridge is a dirt road drive and a short walk. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch, and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett.

Saturday, June 25, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Hawes Peak (6751')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Hawes Peak (6751') - This will be a slow-paced hike, designed to accommodate hikers who need -- or want -- more time to get to an HPS peak. Join us for this hike to a fine peak in the San Bernardino National Forest. The round-trip distance will be about 6 miles, and the total elevation gain will be around 1400 feet. Please bring water, lugsoles, layers, lunch, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, June 25, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Mount Harwood (9552'), Mt. Baldy (10,064'), Dawson Peak (9575') & Pine Mtn (9648')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Mount Harwood (9552'), Mt. Baldy (10,064'), Dawson Peak (9575') & Pine Mtn (9648') - Hike to the highest four HPS peaks in the Angeles National Forest. This strenuous hike will be between 14 and 16 miles round trip with about 6000' of gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch, hat and tenacity! Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett.

Sunday, June 26, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Tehachapi Mtn (7960'+)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Tehachapi Mtn (7960'+) - Hike to this lovely peak from the Tehachapi Mtn Park Campground. The total hike will be 5 miles round trip with 2000' of gain. Please bring liquids. lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett.

Wednesday, June 29, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Wright Mountain (8508'), Pine Mountain #1 (9648'), Dawson Peak (9575')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

Saturday, July 02, 2016 7:00 AM  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
O: Wright Mountain (8508'), Pine Mountain #1 (9648'), Dawson Peak (9575') - Hike these peaks in the Angeles National Forest and enjoy an unusual view of Mt. Baldy from the north. The total hike is around 11 miles round trip with about 3100' gain. Much of the gain will be very steep and strenuous while utilizing the North Devil's Backbone Trail. Bring water, lug soles, sunscreen, lunch, jacket and hat. To obtain the meeting information, contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

O: Wild View Peak (7258'), Pine Mountain Ridge (7440'+) - This will be a slow-paced hike, designed to accommodate hikers who need -- or want -- more time to get to an HPS peak. Join us for a hike to these two interesting peaks. There will be unique views from the north of Mt. Baldy and Iron Mountain. Total distance will be around 8 miles and total gain will be about 2000 feet. Bring water, lunch, snacks, hat, layers, sturdy boots, sunscreen. Contact leader: BILL SIMPSON, Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, July 02, 2016 to Monday, July 04, 2016  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
I: Madulce Peak Trail Repair & Big 4 Hike

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Big Pine Mtn (6800'), West Big Pine Mtn (6490'), Madulce Pk (6536'), Samon Peak (6227') - Explore and enjoy the rugged beauty of these remote peaks in the Dick Smith and San Rafael Wilderness, along with the opportunity to help repair the Madulce Peak trail in coordination with the Los Padres Forest Association. Totals for this three day weekend will be about 20 miles and 4350' gain. High clearance vehicles advised; 4x4 preferred. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, gloves, hat, headlamp, food, water and other essentials for 3 days camping. Please contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, July 06, 2016 7:00 AM  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
I: Lookout Mountain #2 (6812') and Sunset Peak (5796')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Lookout Mountain #2 (6812') and Sunset Peak (5796') - Join us for two great peaks above Claremont. Total distance will be about 8 miles, and total gain will be around 3900 feet. First peak will be Lookout Mountain #2, which is best known for its use, in conjunction with Mount Wilson, in very precisely measuring the speed of light in 1926. Second peak will be Sunset Peak, which provides a vista that includes Lookout Mountain #2, Mount Baldy, Thunder Mountain, Sugarloaf Peak and others as well as a nice view of the setting sun (which, hopefully, we will not see because of an early start). Bring lugsoles, sunblock, hat, lunch, snacks, layers and beverage. Email leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, July 06, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Crafts Peak (8364’), Butler Peak (8535’), Constance Peak (6645’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Crafts Peak (8364’), Butler Peak (8535’), Constance Peak (6645’) - Join us for 1, 2 or all 3 hikes. We'll horseshoe around from Big Bear Lake to Angelus Oaks, driving to each trailhead and hiking each peak separately. Stats for each hike are: Crafts, 4 mi round trip with 1750' gain; Butler, 5 mi rt with 1250'; Constance, 1.5 mi rt with 500'. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, July 09, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Mount Akawie (7283+’), Vetter Mountain (5908’), Mount Mooney (5840+’), Mount Sally (5408’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Mount Akawie (7283+’), Vetter Mountain (5908’), Mount Mooney (5840+’), Mount Sally (5408’) - This will be a slow-paced hike, designed to accommodate hikers who need -- or want -- more time to get to an HPS peak. Join us for a nice hike on trail, use trail and ridges to four special peaks in the Angeles National Forest. Total distance will be around 8 miles, and total gain will be about 2000 feet. We will drive between each of the trailheads. Bring beverage, lunch, snacks, layers, hat, sunblock and lugsoles. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Tuesday, July 12, 2016 6:30 PM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Club Support Event
HPS Management Committee Meeting

Wayne Bannister 323-258-8052 waynebannister@socal.rr.com

HPS Management Committee Meeting: All are welcome to attend our bi-monthly management committee meeting to discuss the business side of the section and upcoming activities. All are welcome to join us and opportunities to become involved are available. The meeting begins at 6:30 pm via conference call. To receive access information to join in on the conference call, to have items added to the agenda, or to volunteer, please contact the HPS Chair: Wayne Bannister

Wednesday, July 13, 2016 to Monday, July 18, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Pacific Crest Trail/John Muir Trail High Sierra Passes Backpack trip

Ted Lubeshkoff 626-447-5690 jeannstar@sbcglobal.net
Mary Forgione 562-618-1129 mary.forgione@yahoo.com
Will McWhinney 323-221-0202 willmcw@gmail.com

O: Pacific Crest Trail/John Muir Trail High Sierra Passes Backpack trip - We will begin this trip at Onion Valley, enter Kings Canyon National Park go over Kearsarge Pass (11,709’), Glen Pass (11,947”), Pinchot Pass (12,139’), Mather Pass (12,096’), and Bishop Pass (11,973’) and end at South Lake. Strenuous, but moderately paced, 6 days, 65 miles, one-way. Group size limited. Participants will need to share in expense of a wilderness permit. We will set up a car shuttle at the beginning of the trip. This Wilderness Adventures Section trip is co-sponsored by HPS. Send email with H & C phones, city, recent conditioning and backpack experience to jeannstar@sbcglobal.net Leader: Ted Lubeshkoff, Co-leaders: Mary Forgione, Will McWhinney

Wednesday, July 13, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing

http://vault.sierraclub.org/online-activities/printview.asp
I: Marion Mountain (10,320’), Drury Peak (10,160’) and Folly Peak (10,480’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

Join us for a day in the San Bernardino National Forest near Idyllwild. We will hike these fine peaks via the Marion Mountain Trail, which is a beautiful trail starting at the Fern Campground. We then join the Pacific Crest Trail before meeting up with the Deer Springs Trail. After passing Little Round Valley Campground, we’ll go off trail to the peaks. Total distance will be about 11 miles, and total gain will be around 5000’ feet. Please bring lugsoles, layers, beverages, lunch, snacks, sunblock and hat. For trip details contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, July 16, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: BIKE-N-HIKE, Mount Gleason (6502’) and Iron Mountain #2 (5635’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

Join us for this fun excursion into the San Gabriel Mountains. While mostly on mountain bike, we will travel a round-trip total of about 30 miles with around 5200 feet of gain. The total bike-n-hike time should be around 7-8 hours. Bring helmet, spare tube, locking cable as well as lugsoles, layers, beverages, lunch, snacks, sunblock and hat. For trip details contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, July 16, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Pacifico Mtn (7124’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

Hike to Pacifico Mtn from Adler Saddle. The total hike will be about 4 miles round trip with 1600’ of gain. Please bring lug soles, liquids, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Sunday, July 17, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Mount Gleason (6502’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

Hike to this fine peak from the Mill Creek Summit. The total hike will be about 18 miles round trip with 2500’ of gain. Please bring lug soles, liquids, lunch, layers and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, July 20, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Cucamonga Peak (8859’), Etiwanda Peak (8662’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
O: Cucamonga Peak (8859'), Etiwanda Peak (8662') - Join us for this classic hike, which is a strenuous walk on trail and rough trail for about 17 miles round trip with around 4800' of gain to peaks near Baldy Village. We'll head up and down beautiful Icehouse Canyon. Moderate pace. Bring food, water, and 10 essentials. For details contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, July 20, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED RESCHEDULED TO JULY 27 - I: Pyramid Peak (7035'), Pine Mtn #2 (7054'), Lion Peak (6868')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

RESCHEDULED TO JULY 27 - I: Pyramid Peak (7035'), Pine Mtn #2 (7054'), Lion Peak (6868') - Hike to these fine peaks from the Morris Ranch Road on a 12 mile round trip with 2300' total gain. Please bring lug soles, liquids, lunch, layers and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, July 23, 2016 to Sunday, July 24, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED O2: Will Thrall Peak (7,845') & Pleasant View Ridge (7,983') - Hiking the Pleasant View Ridge Wilderness

Denise Weintraub 323-462-7838 denisewintraub@yahoo.com
Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com

O2: Will Thrall Peak (7,845') & Pleasant View Ridge (7,983') - Hiking the Pleasant View Ridge Wilderness - Celebrate Summer with this epic trek in the San Gabriel Mountains to a couple of the most rugged, challenging, and remote peaks in the area. Usually done as an absolutely epic day hike, we'll extend it this time by backpacking down into the wilderness the afternoon prior and setting up camp beneath the pines to enjoy a gorgeous night beneath the stars. A strenuous day follows, but your effort and perseverance will be returned in kind with equal doses of jaw-dropping beauty, peaceful solitude, and a profound connection with the seemingly-untouched wilderness of the high country. We'll start at Buckhorn Campground (near Waterman Mtn), where we enter the Pleasant View Ridge Wilderness, then head down the Burkhart Trail about 1.4 miles and make camp on the north side of Cooper Canyon Creek -- a good reliable water source under the canopy of abundant pine and oak, and an excellent spot for a festive Happy Hour. Sunday morning, we'll resume our travel along trail into an increasingly stunning part of the San Gabriel Mountains with plenty of healthy stands of trees that have avoided the wild fires and disease that have plagued so many California forests. We'll hike to Burkhart Saddle and turn west; climbing first to Will Thrall Peak, and then to Pleasant View Ridge via steep use trail and occasionally loose slopes. After enjoying the views up top, we'll return to camp via the same route we came in for a total of about 10.5 miles and 3,200' of gain. Once back at camp we'll pack up and head out. Foul weather or excessive heat cancels. This WTC Outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Email contact info, recent experience and conditioning to denisewintraub@yahoo.com in return for trip status and details. Leader: DENISE WEINTRAUB Co-leader: MAT KELLIHER

Saturday, July 23, 2016 6:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Galena Peak (9324')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Galena Peak (9324') - Hike to this glorious peak on an 8 mile round trip climb that has 3300' of gain. The headwall is very steep and loose and not suitable for new hikers. Please bring liquids, lug soles, layers, lunch & hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett
Saturday, July 23, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Marion Mountain (10,362’), Jean Peak (10,670’) and Newton Drury Peak (10,160’)

Stephen McDonnell 626-639-3068 mcdonnell0123@sbcglobal.net
Ted Lubeshkoff 626-447-5690 jeannstar@sbcglobal.net

I: Marion Mountain (10,362’), Jean Peak (10,670’) and Newton Drury Peak (10,160’) - Very steep and strenuous, but moderately paced day hike in the San Jacinto Wilderness, 15 miles, 4,500’ gain. We will take the Palm Springs Aerial Tramway (fee required) early AM up to the trail head. From there we will hike on established trails to the Wellman Divide and then to the San Jacinto Trail Junction. At the San Jacinto Trail Junction we will cross country to Jean Peak. Then we will trek over to Marion Mountain before summiting Newton Drury Peak and then head back to the established trials. This WTC Outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Email list of recent hikes with equivalent difficulty to mcdonnell0123@sbcglobal.net Leader: Stephen McDonnell, Co-leader Ted Lubeshkoff.

Saturday, July 23, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED O: CANCELLED: Reyes Peak (7510’) and Haddock Mountain (7416’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

O: CANCELLED: Reyes Peak (7510’) and Haddock Mountain (7416’) - This will be a slow-paced hike, designed to accommodate hikers who need -- or want -- more time to get to an HPS peak. Join us for this dynamic duo in Ventura County. A truly wonderful hike mostly on trail among marvelous pines. Total distance of around 9 miles, and total gain of about 2500 feet. Bring lunch, snacks, lug soles, layers, sunblock, hat and water. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON, Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, July 23, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Crystal Lake Loop Hike (Mt. Islip 8251’)

John Tevelein 949-854-0657 jctevelein@cox.net
Todd Clark 714-803-0195 mlsylvie@hotmail.com

Join us for this hike to historic Mount Islip from the day-use parking area in Crystal Lake Recreation Area in the San Gabriel Mtns. We start on the Windy Gap trail hiking up to Windy Gap. Then it's up the Islip trail to Mount Islip(8251’) for spectacular views and lunch. Then we go along the Islip Ridge trail to the Big Cienega trail. Down the Big Cienega trail to Windy Gap trail and back to the parking area. Total distance is about 7.5 miles with 2400 ft. of elevation gain. Bring water, lug soles sunscreen, lunch and hat. Meet at 7:00 AM in Tustin on Redhill ave on N side (frwy side) of Stater Bros Mkt just SW of Redhill exit from Santa Ana Freeway 5 Frwy or contact John Tevelein for other locations. This Sierra Sage outing is co-sponsored by Hundred Peaks. Leaders John Tevelein & Todd Clark

Wednesday, July 27, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Goodykoontz Peak (7558’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Goodykoontz Peak (7558’) - Hike this classic peak in the Angeles National Forest at a moderate pace. The total hike will be about 10 miles round trip with around 3000’ of gain. Please bring water, lunch, snacks, layers, lug soles, sunblock & a hat. Contact the leader for meeting information. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-
Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, July 27, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
RESCHEDULED FROM JULY 20 - I: Pyramid Peak (7035'), Pine Mtn #2 (7054'), Lion Peak (6868')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

RESCHEDULED FROM JULY 20 - I: Pyramid Peak (7035'), Pine Mtn #2 (7054'), Lion Peak (6868') - Hike to these fine peaks from the Morris Ranch Road on a 12 mile round trip with 2300' total gain. Please bring lug soles, liquids, lunch, layers and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, July 30, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Social Event
2016 Waterman Rendezvous

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Mark S Allen 562-598-0329 bakhikn@gmail.com

2016 Waterman Rendezvous - Join with your old and new hiking friends as HPS conducts its Annual summit party among the pines on one of the prettiest peaks in the San Gabriel Mountains High Country. Several different HPS hikes will make their way to the summit, converging there in the early afternoon to create the biggest potluck in the Angeles National Forest (if we do say so ourselves!). Check OARS often to find out about specific hikes and sign up directly for the hike you're interested in as indicated. Be sure to bring along a treat to share for the potluck, your sense of fun, and appropriate hiking gear.

Saturday, July 30, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Kratka Ridge (7515'), Mount Waterman (8038')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Kratka Ridge (7515'), Mount Waterman (8038') - WATERMAN RENDEZVOUS - This will be a slow-paced hike, designed to accommodate hikers who need -- or want -- more time to get to an HPS peak. Join us for an interesting cross-country Kratka-to-Waterman loop/scramble in forested terrain. Total for both peaks comes to around 7 miles with about 2600' gain. Bring lunch, snacks, lug soles, layers, sunblock, hat, water and something for the Rendezvous Potluck. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON, Co-Leaders: DAVE COMERZAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, July 30, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Waterman Mountain (8038')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Waterman Mountain (8038') - Stretch your legs and breathe the fresh air, as we start at Three Points and ascend the beautiful West Ridge Trail to this wonderful mountain. Trade the heat of the city for the warmth of fellow hikers and tasty eats awaiting us at the summit. Mt Waterman's name is a tribute to Liz Waterman's 1889 complete range traverse, going from the LA Basin to the desert and back. Returning to a car shuttle at Cloudburst Summit, the hike will be about 6 miles with 2200' of gain. Please bring liquids, lug soles, layers, hat and treat for the picnic potluck. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia
Saturday, July 30, 2016 to Sunday, July 31, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: San Jacinto 8 Pack 'O Peaks - Miller Peak (10,400'), San Jacinto (10,839'), Folly (10,480'), Newton Drury (10,160'), Jean (10,670'), Shirley (10,388'), Marion (10,362'), Mt Saint Ellens (10,160')

Dennis Loya 949-394-9299 bear@ocrockclimber.com
Garry McCoppin 714-269-5078 mccoppin@cox.net

I: San Jacinto 8 Pack 'O Peaks - Miller Peak (10,400'), San Jacinto (10,839'), Folly (10,480'), Newton Drury (10,160'), Jean (10,670'), Shirley (10,388'), Marion (10,362'), Mt Saint Ellens (10,160') - The summit of San Jacinto Peak is the highest point in the San Jacinto Range located east of Los Angeles near the town of Palm Springs. The high country wilderness within the Mt. San Jacinto State Park offers many miles of hiking trails, granite peaks, dense forests and beautiful mountain meadows. Both Jean Peak, Marion Mountain, and surrounding minor peaks are often climbed as part of a long day in which all are climbed in combination with San Jacinto. We are going to include several other not-so-famous peaks along the way. We will meet early Saturday morning at the Marion Mtn trailhead, where we will follow the Marion trail to the Deer springs trail and set up camp in Little Round Valley. We will then take our summit packs and climb Miller Peak, come back and climb Mt. San Jacinto, then going cross-country to Folly Peak, and back to camp at Little Round Valley where we will camp for the night and enjoy our epic happy hour. Total mileage for the first day is 7.4 miles, and 4400 ft of gain. On Sunday we will wake up early and go cross-country to Newton Drury Peak, cross over to Jean Peak, heading over to Shirley Peak, across to Marion Peak, down to Mt. Saint Ellens Peak (Prov.), and head back to the cars down via the Deer Springs gully, to the Deer Springs trail, to the Marion Mtn trail back to the trailhead and the cars. The mileage for Sunday is 5.5 miles and 1600 ft of gain. Total mileage over two days is 13 miles and ~6'000 ft. of gain. This WTC Outing is co-sponsored by HPS.

Saturday, July 30, 2016 9:30 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Waterman Mt (8038')

Rosemary Campbell 818-344-6869 hiker.rosemary@gmail.com
Bruce Craig 213-746-3563 bruce1084@att.net

O: Waterman Mt (8038') - Enjoy the company of friends as we hike the scenic, shaded trail, 7 miles round trip, 1300' gain to mingle & enjoy food on the summit. Meet in La Canada at 9:30 am with water, suitable clothing layers, eating utensils and a pot luck item to share. Leaders: Rosemary Campbell, Bruce Craig

Sunday, July 31, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Toro Peak (8316'), Santa Rosa Mtn (8070'), Rouse Hill (5168')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Toro Peak (8316'), Santa Rosa Mtn (8070'), Rouse Hill (5168') - Visit these HPS peaks by driving several long dirt roads. The total hike will be about 1 mi. round trip with only 800' of gain. High-clearance vehicles will be appreciated. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Thomas Mtn is also possible. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for meeting information. Leaders: Peter & Ignacia Doggett.

Wednesday, August 03, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Cleghorn Mt (5333'), Cajon Mt (5360'), Sugarpine Mt (5478'), Bailey Pk (5699'), Monument Pk (5290')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

O: Cleghorn Mt (5333'), Cajon Mt (5360'), Sugarpine Mt (5478'), Bailey Pk (5699'), Monument Pk (5290') - This will be a slow-paced hike, designed to accommodate hikers who need -- or want -- more time to get to an HPS peak. Five easy walks on dirt road and rough trail totaling about 5 miles roundtrip with around 1020' of gain to peaks near Hesperia. High-clearance 4WD advised. Bring lunch, snacks, lug soles, layers, sunblock, hat and water. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON, Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, August 03, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Ross Mtn (7402')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Ross Mtn (7402') - Hike to Ross Mtn from Dawson Saddle at a steady pace. The total hike will be about 14 miles round trip with 4000' gain (2400' on return). Please bring liquids, lug soles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for meeting information. Leaders: Peter & Ignacia Doggett.

Saturday, August 06, 2016 6:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Mount Dana (13,057'), Peak 12565, Mount Gibbs (12,773')

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com

I: Mount Dana (13,057'), Peak 12565, Mount Gibbs (12,773') - Join us in Yosemite National Park for this classic loop hike to a couple of spectacular peaks along the Sierra Crest high above Tioga Pass. Expect a strenuous day which we'll do at an unhurried pace; totals for the day will be about 8.5 miles with 5,000' of gain and loss. After setting up a car shuttle at the Park Entrance and at Dana Meadows, we'll start out by ascending the West Slope of Mt Dana on use trail and XC to its summit (2.4 miles, 3,100' gain), then continue XC to the SE first down and then up to the summit of Peak 12565 (1.7 miles, 1,350' loss and 1,100' gain), and then turn to the SW for more XC travel where we'll drop down and then up to the summit of Mt Gibbs (1.1 miles, 450' loss, 650' gain). We'll descend XC off the west ridge of Mt Gibbs through Dana Meadows to our cars. This SPS outing is co-sponsored by WTC and HPS. Email recent conditioning and experience, including high altitude experience, WTC (if any) Area & Group, along with contact and vehicle/rideshare information, to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. #Hikethe100 Leader: MAT KELLIHER, Co-Leaders: BILL SIMPSON

Saturday, August 06, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: San Bernardino Pk (10,649') & San Bernardino East Pk (10,691')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: San Bernardino Pk (10,649') & San Bernardino East Pk (10,691') - Hike to these fine peaks from Angeles Oaks. The total hike will be about 18 miles round trip with 5100' of gain. Please bring liquids, lug soles, lunch, layers and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett.

Sunday, August 07, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Two Teats (11, 352'+), San Joaquin Mountain (11,549'+)
I: Two Teats (11, 352’), San Joaquin Mountain (11,549’) – Join us for this scenic out and back hike to two peaks along a gorgeous ridgeline above Mammoth Lakes, CA. We’ll do this moderately strenuous hike at an unhurried pace; totals for the day will be about 11.0 RT miles with about 3,100’ of gain. This SPS outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Email recent conditioning and experience, including high altitude experience, along with contact and vehicle/rideshare information, to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details.

Leader: MAT KELLIHER, Co-Leaders: BILL SIMPSON

Sunday, August 07, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Monrovia Peak (5409’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Monrovia Peak (5409’) - For a total of 5 miles and 1100’ gain, the short approach to this peak, one is rewarded with a multitude of views. To the east, the Three Sans; north and west, the bountiful San Gabriels; south, the San Bernardino and LA basins; and southwest, the beautiful Pacific Ocean -- one can count the freighters after a windswept day. Participation limited by number of vehicle permits. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, August 10, 2016 6:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: San Bernardino Peak (10,649’) and San Bernardino East Peak 10,691’

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

O: San Bernardino Peak (10,649’) and San Bernardino East Peak 10,691’) - Join us for this classic hike. We will take the standard route -- the San Bernardino Peak Trail -- which starts at the Angelus Oaks trailhead. This trail will take us from deep pine forest to exposed manzanita slopes, and we may visit the Washington Monument survey point at 10,290 feet along the way. In 1852, Colonel Henry Washington and his Army survey party were directed to erect a monument high up on San Bernardino Peak. The monument was to be an east-west reference point from which all future surveys of Southern California would be taken. Total round-trip distance will be about 17.8 miles, and total elevation gain will be around 5,000 feet. Please bring water, lunch, snacks, layers, lug soles, sunblock & hat. Contact the leader for meeting information. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: JIMMY QUAN

Wednesday, August 10, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Mount Disappointment (5960’+) and Mount Deception (5796’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Mount Disappointment (5960’+) and Mount Deception (5796’) - Hike to these fine peaks at a moderate pace. The total hike will be about 5 miles round trip with 1200’ of gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, August 13, 2016 6:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Sugarloaf Mountain (9952’), Grand View Point (7784’)

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com

http://vault.sierraclub.org/online-activities/printview.asp
Sugarloaf Mountain (9952’), Grand View Point (7784’) - Energize your body/mind/soul with mountain fresh air and dazzling views as we take the road less traveled. A locals' favorite, one route follows a sometimes shaded pretty use trail that climbs and follows an undulating ridge south of Big Bear's sparkling blue lake (total 12 miles rt and 3800' gain). If time allows, one can also opt to do the short hike to GVP. Spectacular panoramic views await us as we venture to the summit of both peaks. High clearance vehicles advised. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, August 13, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Mount Pinos (8832’), Sawmill Mountain (8818’), Grouse Mountain (8582’), Cerro Noroeste (8280’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Mount Pinos (8832’), Sawmill Mountain (8818’), Grouse Mountain (8582’), Cerro Noroeste (8280’) - Join us for a hike that includes the highest peaks in two counties! Enjoy a mostly ridge-and-trail hike to four peaks near Frazier Park through a nice forest with grand views in the Los Padres National Forest. The summit of Mount Pinos is the highest point in Ventura County and the 11th greatest prominence in California. Sawmill Mountain is the highest point in Kern County. Mount Pinos was created over 100 million years ago, and it lies on the edge of the Chumash Wilderness. Moderately paced 10.5 miles round trip, 3000' gain. Please bring lugsoles, layers, beverages, lunch, snacks, sunblock and hat. For trip details contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Sunday, August 14, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Crafts Peak (8364’), Butler Peak (8535’), Arctic Point (8336’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Crafts Peak (8364’), Butler Peak (8535’), Arctic Point (8336’) - Revel in the wonders of Big Bear – beautiful forested mountains; alpine terrain; breathtaking views of the sapphire-blue lake; and historic lookouts, mines, and Holcomb Valley. We will do a separate hike to each summit, doing short drives between trailheads. Join us for one, two, or all three hikes – Crafts, 4 mi and 1300'+ plus 500'+ on the return; Butler, 5 mi rt with 1250'; Arctic, 3 mi and 800'. High clearance vehicles advised. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Tuesday, August 16, 2016 12:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Hot Springs Mountain (6533’)

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net
Patricia Arredondo 562-618-4391 paarredo@verizon.net
George Christiansen 714-636-0918 g.m.christiansen@me.com
Bruce Craig 213-746-3563 bruce1084@att.net

I: Hot Springs Mountain (6533’) - Join us for an exploratory outing to Hot Springs Mtn in the Los Coyotes Indian Reservation near Warner Springs, CA to evaluate the merits of adding this peak to the HPS List. Hot Springs Mtn is the high point of San Diego County; it was previously on the HPS List but was removed in 2005 after the area was closed to visitors. The area has recently been reopened to visitors and travel to the summit is again allowed. Hot Springs Mtn will be a 4WD drive-up. Other nearby peaks on the Reservation will be explored while we're out there; these will involve travel of about 2 miles of rocky (Class 2) and brushy off trail hiking and gain of a few hundred feet. Limited number of participants due to 4WD requirement in the area. Contact Leaders for details. Leaders: DAVE COMERZAN, PATRICIA ARREDONDO, GEORGE
Wednesday, August 17, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Sugarloaf Mountain (9,952')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

O: Sugarloaf Mountain (9,952') - Join us for a moderate hike on trail for about 7 miles roundtrip and around 1600' elevation gain. Sugarloaf Mountain is located in the San Bernardino Mountains, about 7 miles southeast of Big Bear Lake. The views along the upper parts of the trail are outstanding. High-clearance vehicles are advised. Bring beverage, hat, sunblock, lunch, snacks, layers and lugsoles. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, August 17, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Butterfly Peak (6240'+)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Butterfly Peak (6240'+) - Hike to this fine peak at a comfortable pace. The total hike will be about 6 miles round trip with 1700' of gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders: Peter & Ignacia Doggett.

Sunday, August 21, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: San Bernardino Peak (10,649'), San Bernardino East Peak (10,691')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: San Bernardino Peak (10,649'), San Bernardino East Peak (10,691') - Join us as we start from Angelus Oaks and follow the beautiful San Bernardino Trail, its gradual ascent forested by tall green pines, decorated by white rock outcrops and, now and then, serenaded by songbirds. Fabulous views await atop the divide -- San Gorgonio, the Yucaipa Ridge, the San Gabriels, and the mountains of Big Bear among them. We'll first visit San Bernardino Peak (Its Washington Monument, erected in 1852 by Colonel Henry Washington, became the reference point for surveys of Southern California), and then do the easy hike to San Bernardino East Peak. At 19 miles rt and 5400' gain, this strenuous hike is for the fit and experienced hiker. Permit limits the number of participants. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layer, lunch, and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Tuesday, August 23, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Goodykoontz Peak (7558')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Goodykoontz Peak (7558') - Hike to this fine peak from Mt. Williamson, starting higher & staying higher to keep cool. The total hike will be about 10 miles round trip with 3000' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett.
**Wednesday, August 24, 2016 6:00 AM**
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
O: San Bernardino Peak (10,649') and San Bernardino East Peak (10,691')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com  
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

O: San Bernardino Peak (10,649') and San Bernardino East Peak (10,691') - Join us for this classic hike. We will take the standard route -- the San Bernardino Peak Trail -- which starts at the Angelus Oaks trailhead. This trail will take us from deep pine forest to exposed manzanita slopes, and we may visit the Washington Monument survey point at 10,290 feet along the way. In 1852, Colonel Henry Washington and his Army survey party were directed to erect a monument high up on San Bernardino Peak. The monument was to be an east-west reference point from which all future surveys of Southern California would be taken. Total round-trip distance will be about 17.8 miles, and total elevation gain will be around 5,000 feet. Please bring water, lunch, snacks, layers, lug soles, sunblock & hat. Contact the leader for meeting information. 
Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: JIMMY QUAN

**Wednesday, August 24, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)**
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
I: Sugarloaf Peak (6924')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com  
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Sugarloaf Peak (6924') - Hike to this fine peak up Falling Rock Canyon. Steep and loose terrain makes this hike unsuitable for beginners. The total hike will be about 4 miles round trip with 2000' of gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

**Thursday, August 25, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)**
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
O: Harrison Mountain (4743')

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net  
Ginny Heringer 626-793-4727 ginnyh@ix.netcom.com

O: Harrison Mountain (4743') - Join us for a day to hike this Lower Peak. This peak is located in the San Bernardino National Forest, 7 miles NE of San Bernardino. This is an out and back hike for this peak. Hike is on a good use trail. There are spectacular views from the top. Estimate 5 miles round trip, 2000' gain, 4-5 hours of hiking. Slow to moderate pace. For the hike, bring food, water and 10 essentials. This Lower Peaks outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Ginny Heringer.

**Sunday, August 28, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)**
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
I: Piute Lookout (8326'), Lightner Peak (6430')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com  
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Piute Lookout (8326'), Lightner Peak (6430') - Visit one or both peaks. Enjoy a short hike to a splendid summit and its old lookout remnants; beautiful views of nearby forests and meadows; and distant views of the Sierras & Mt. Whitney. Then, visit the peak named for Abia Lightner; originally from Lancaster Pennsylvania, he led a wagon train safely across the country and, with his wife and 7 children, was one of the original settlers of the Kern River Valley in 1856. Piute LO will be 0.5 mile round trip and 200' gain; Lightner Peak will be 4 mi rt & 1600'. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett
Wednesday, August 31, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Thorn Point (6920’) and San Guillermo Mountain (6602’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Thorn Point (6920’) and San Guillermo Mountain (6602’) - Fine hike to two peaks in the Los Padres National Forest. Drive between peaks; high-clearance vehicles required. Total distance about 10 miles round trip, and total gain around 2800’ feet. See abandoned lookout on Thorn Point where previous hikers have observed two condors perched atop the roof. Please bring lugsoles, layers, beverages, lunch, snacks, sunblock and hat. For trip details contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, September 07, 2016 6:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Sugarloaf Peak (6924’), Ontario Peak (8693’), Bighorn Peak (8441’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Sugarloaf Peak (6924’), Ontario Peak (8693’), Bighorn Peak (8441’) - Visit these three wonderful peaks on a very strenuous hike in the Cucamonga Wilderness. The total hike will be about 11 miles round trip with around 4400’ gain. The first two peaks, Sugarloaf and Ontario, will be reached primarily by hiking cross-country up the very steep, beautiful and challenging Falling Rock Canyon, going up a steep and slippery scree slope to a ridge, and taking the steep ridge up (about 4.5 miles of hiking with around 4000 feet of elevation gain). The rest of the hike will follow good trails and use trails (mostly) with some off-trail down from Bighorn. Please bring lugsoles, layers, beverages, lunch, snacks, sunblock and hat. For trip details contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, September 10, 2016 to Sunday, September 11, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Jean Pk (10,670’), Marion Mtn (10,362’), Newton Drury Pk (10,160’), San Jacinto (10,830’), Folly Pk (10,480’)

Justin Bruno 909-783-7697 justinbruno@hotmail.com
Adrienne Benedict 805-374-1960 wtcoutings@gmail.com

I: Jean Pk (10,670’), Marion Mtn (10,362’), Newton Drury Pk (10,160’), San Jacinto (10,830’), Folly Pk (10,480’) - 15 mi RT, 5500’ gain. Come conquer 5 HPS peaks over 10,000 feet. Enjoy the San Jacinto Wilderness on a strenuous overnight backpack. Leave from Marion Mtn Trailhead in Idyllwild on Saturday morning for Little Round Valley (4.3 miles/ 3500’ gain) where we will set up camp, relax, acclimate and have happy hour. We’ll get an early start Sunday and begin a predominately cross-country route to Newton Drury, Marion, Jean, Jacinto and Folly. There will be some minor class 2 rock scrambling for a few of the peaks. Return to camp and hike out. Permit fees will be split among the group (~$5-10). This WTC Outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Send e-mail with recent experience, high altitude tolerance, contact and rideshare info to Justin Bruno.

Saturday, September 10, 2016 to Sunday, September 11, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: San Jacinto Peako Baggins - San Jacinto (10,834’), Jean Pk (10,670’), Marion Mtn (10,362’), Tahquitz Pk (8,828’)

Matthew Hengst 949-264-6507 matthew.hengst@gmail.com
William Payne 951-674-1246 leakycanoe@yahoo.com
I: San Jacinto Peako Baggins - San Jacinto (10,834'), Jean Pk (10,670'), Marion Mtn (10,362'), Tahquitz Pk (8,828') - Don't have time for a Sierra trip this summer? Come enjoy the local mountains with no vacation time needed! Saturday we'll climb the Devils Slide Trail from Idyllwild and establish camp (3.5 miles, 1700') before strolling to nearby Tahquitz Peak to enjoy the view and tour an active volunteer run fire lookout and heading back to camp for happy hour (3 miles, 1000'). Sunday we'll get moving reasonably early and hoof it over to San Jacinto via trail before setting off cross country to grab Jean and Marion before heading back to camp cross country (11 miles, 3500'). From there it's all downhill (-ish) to enjoy post trip mexican food and margaritas (3.5 miles, 300'). Send climbing resume to leader for consideration. This WTC Outing is co-sponsored by HPS.

Saturday, September 10, 2016 10:30 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Social Event
Zobeida Arauz Memorial Celebration

Tom Connery 818-441-9326 zobeidam750@aol.com

Zobeida Arauz Memorial Celebration - Please join Tom Connery in a memorial celebration of the life of Zobeida Arauz on September 10, 2016. Be prepared to share a favorite memory, story or experience with Zobeida. The memorial will be at 10:30 AM at Sheppard of The Hills United Methodist Church followed by a luncheon. The address is 26001 Muirlands Blvd. Mission Viejo, CA 92691. Please be sure to RSVP to Tom Connery at zobeidam750@aol.com by August 20, 2016. Please note this is to be a casual event.

Sunday, September 11, 2016 to Saturday, September 17, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: High Sierra Backpack Trip on the Pacific Crest Trail/John Muir Trail from South Lake to Mosquito Flat

Ted Lubeshkoff 626-447-5690 jeannstar@sbcglobal.net
Jeffery Taylor 626-919-8002 jjaylz56@hotmail.com

O: High Sierra Backpack Trip on the Pacific Crest Trail/John Muir Trail from South Lake to Mosquito Flat - We will begin this trip at South Lake, go over Bishop Pass (11,973’), connect with the Pacific Crest Trail/John Muir Trail, hike through Le Conte Canyon, go over Muir Pass (11,973’), hike through Evolution Basin and Evolution Valley, go over Selden Pass (10,910’), and Mono Pass (12,040’) and end at Mosquito Flat. Strenuous, but moderately paced, 7 days, 75 miles, one-way. Group size limited. Participants will need to share in expense of a wilderness permit. We will set up a car shuttle at the beginning of the trip. This Wilderness Adventures Section trip is co-sponsored by HPS. Send email with H & C phones, city, recent conditioning and backpack experience to jeannstar@sbcglobal.net Leader: Ted Lubeshkoff, Co-leader: Mary Forgione.

Sunday, September 11, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Mountain Bike in Santa Monica Mountains

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

O: Mountain Bike in Santa Monica Mountains: Join us for a fine mountain bike tour of an interesting portion of the Santa Monica Mountains. This will be a great cross-training opportunity for peak baggers. The entire outing will be on good fire roads at a moderate pace. We'll begin from the trailhead at the end of Westridge Road (near the east end of the Santa Monica Mountains) with a ride to San Vicente Mountain (elev. 1960’). Like Mount Disappointment in the San Gabriel Mountains and White Point on the Palos Verdes Peninsula, San Vicente Mountain was used as a Nike missile defense site during the cold war in the 1950s to detect and intercept Russian missiles directed at Los Angeles. From here we will continue on toward Hub Junction, which is both an intersection of fire roads and a scenic destination. We expect that the total round trip will be about 30 miles with around 3500 feet of elevation gain. However, depending upon the speed of the group, we
may not reach Hub Junction (because we are planning to be back at the trailhead by no later than 3 pm). Recommended for experienced mountain bikers only. Bring mountain bike, helmet, spare tube, layers, beverages, lunch, snacks and sunblock. For trip details contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

**Tuesday, September 13, 2016 6:30 PM**
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Club Support Event
HPS Annual Business Meeting and Bi-Monthly Management Committee Meeting

Wayne Bannister 323-258-8052 waynebannister@socal.rr.com

HPS Annual Business Meeting and Bi-Monthly Management Committee Meeting: All are welcome to attend our annual business meeting and bi-monthly management committee meeting to discuss the business side of the section and upcoming activities. All are welcome to join us and opportunities to become involved are available. The meeting begins at 6:30 pm at Ranger House in Griffith Park. Please park either on the street or at the adjacent Soccer Fields. To have items added to the agenda, or to volunteer, please contact the HPS Chair: Wayne Bannister

**Wednesday, September 14, 2016 7:00 AM**
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Grays Peak (7920'+) and Gold Mountain (8235')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

O: Grays Peak (7920'+) and Gold Mountain (8235') - Hike these two nice peaks north of Big Bear Lake on trail and road. This hike will be done at a SLOW pace to accommodate hikers who need -- or want -- a little more time to hike and enjoy HPS peaks. The Grays Peak trail is one of the most popular hikes in the Big Bear area, and it is well shaded. Gold Mountain is named for a famously large gold discovery in 1873. Total distance will be about 9.5 miles and total elevation gain will be around 2,000 feet. High-clearance vehicle required for Gold Mountain. Please bring water, lugsoles, layers, lunch, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

**Wednesday, September 14, 2016 9:00 AM (Time Tentative)**
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Smith Mtn (5111')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Smith Mtn (5111') - The pleasure of this outing starts shortly into the drive to the trailhead as the road gradually winds its way through the beautiful green mountains that surround our destination. It continues as we take the pleasant Upper Bear Canyon Trail to Smith Saddle, and then leave it for a use trail up a sometimes steep ridge to the summit. Wonderful views abound, among them Bear Creek's deep canyon, Triplet Rocks, Waterman, Islip, Hawkins, Rattlesnake, Wilson and Baldy. At a pleasant pace, we will cover about 7 miles and 1900' gain. Meet at 9 AM at the public parking lot on the southeast corner of Foothill Blvd and Asuza Ave, 0.9 miles north of the 210 Fwy in Asuza. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com if you desire additional information. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

**Sunday, September 18, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)**
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Navigation: Mt. Pinos Navigation Noodle

Robert M Myers 310-829-3177 rmyers@ix.netcom.com
Ann Pedreschi 818-637-2542 apedreschi@sbcglobal.net
I: Navigation: Mt. Pinos Navigation Noodle: Navigation Noodle in Los Padres National Forest for either checkout or practice to satisfy Basic (I/M) or Advanced (E) level navigation requirements. Send email/sase, contact info, navigation experience/training, any WTC, leader rating, rideshare, to Leader: Robert Myers. Assistant: Ann Shields.

**Wednesday, September 21, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)**

**0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing**

**I: Lookout Mtn #2 (6812')**

_Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com_
_Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com_

I: Lookout Mtn #2 (6812’) - Step into history as we climb a peak that was part of Albert A. Michelson’s efforts, in the 1920's, to measure the speed of light as he projected a light beam from Mt Wilson to Lookout, and back. In 1914, this summit was also the site of the first lookout in Southern California, until it was moved to Sunset Peak in 1927. Appreciate the history and enjoy the views -- Wilson, Baldy, the three T’s, Sugarloaf and Sunset among them -- on this 4 mile rt, 2600’ gain hike up Erv Bartel Canyon's route 3. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

**Saturday, September 24, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)**

**0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing**

**I: Silver Peak (6,756’), Arctic Point (8,336’), Delamar Mountain (8,398’)**

_Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com_
_Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net_

I: Silver Peak (6,756’), Arctic Point (8,336’), Delamar Mountain (8,398’) – Come join us on this first day of the HPS Fall Festival as we take three short, but very steep hikes at an unhurried pace to these gorgeous peaks north of Big Bear Lake. Totals for the day will be about 3.0 miles RT with 1,000’ gain for Silver Peak, 3.0 miles RT with 800’ gain for Arctic Point, and about 1.0 mile RT with 600’ of gain for Delamar Mtn. Following the hikes, we'll head over to the Hanna Flat Campground in plenty of time for the HPS Fall Festival!! Well behaved dogs are welcome. Email contact info, recent experience, conditioning, and if you’re bringing one along, your dog's name and breed to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, MIKE DILLENBACK

**Saturday, September 24, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)**

**0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing**

**O: Cram Peak (4162’), Morton Peak (4624’)**

_David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net_
_Ginny Heringer 626-793-4727 ginnyh@ix.netcom.com_

O: Cram Peak (4162’), Morton Peak (4624’) - Join us for a day to hike these two Lower Peaks. These peaks are located in the San Bernardino National Forest, 7 miles NE of San Bernardino. This is one hike, out and back for these two Peaks Hike is mostly on dirt road and use trail. Estimate 8 miles round trip, 2100’ gain, 5-6 hours of hiking. Slow to moderate pace. After the hike, join us for the HPS Fall Festival festivities. It is being held at the Hanna Flat Campground near Big Bear Lake. Check the HPS website for details. For the hike, bring food, water and 10 essentials. This Lower Peaks outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Ginny Heringer.

**Saturday, September 24, 2016 8:00 AM**

**0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing**

**I: Shay Mountain (6714’), Little Shay Mountain (6635’), Ingham Peak (6355’), Hawes Peak (6751’)**

_Sandy Lara 562-522-5323 ssperling1@verizon.net_
Peter Lara 562-665-9143 2peterlara@gmail.com

I: Shay Mountain (6714'), Little Shay Mountain (6635'), Ingham Peak (6355'), Hawes Peak (6751') - Hike these four peaks NW of Big Bear Lake on the first day of the HPS Fall Festival. This strenuous hike should be about 12 miles round trip with around 3500' of elevation gain. Bring water, lunch, lug soles, layers, sunscreen and hat. Meet 8am at Hanna Flat Campground at campsite #052. Contact leader to confirm your spot. Leader: Sandy Lara, Co-leader: Peter Lara

Saturday, September 24, 2016 5:00 PM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Social Event
2016 HPS Fall Festival

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com

2016 HPS Fall Festival - Welcome in the crisp, cool days of autumn with a fun and festive weekend filled with outstanding peak bagging and an evening of partying in the Big Bear Lake area of the San Bernardino National Forest northwest of Fawnskin, CA. Camp with us at the campsites we've reserved at Hanna Flat Campground Saturday night, or stay in one of many motels in the nearby villages of Fawnskin or Big Bear Lake, CA. Wherever you stay, everyone is welcome to join us for a hearty Happy Hour and Potluck Saturday night, along with lots of socializing and serious relaxing around a roaring campfire beneath the waning crescent-lit, starry night sky. Check the HPS website, the Lookout, or the Angeles Chapter Outings website for scheduled Fall Festival hikes, and contact hike leaders directly for information on specific hikes. HPS requests a $5 per person ($10 per family) charge to help defray campground fees. Reservations are on a first come, first served basis, so be sure to email the HPS Programs Committee reservationist at mkelliher746@gmail.com early to assure your spot!

Sunday, September 25, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Little Bear Peak (7,621'), Grays Peak (7,920'+)

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net

I: Little Bear Peak (7,621'), Grays Peak (7,920'+) – Join us as we close out the 2016 HPS Fall Festival on a couple of short, but very scenic peaks in the Big Bear Lake area. Sunday we'll head out from our camp at Hanna Flat for a short (about 0.5 mile RT) and steep (500' of gain) little cross country stroll up to the summit of Little Bear Peak. We'll return to camp from the peak and then drive over to the western shore of Big Bear Lake to the trailhead for Grays Peak. We'll hike mostly on road and trail at a relaxed pace through beautifully forested terrain to the summit and return the way we came in for a total of about 6.0 miles RT and 1,200' of gain. Well behaved dogs are welcome. Email contact info, recent experience, conditioning, and if you're bringing one along, your dog's name and breed to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, MIKE DILLENBACK

Sunday, September 25, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Harrison Mountain (4743')

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net
Ginny Heringer 626-793-4727 ginnyh@ix.netcom.com

O: Harrison Mountain (4743') - Join us for a day to hike this Lower Peak. This peak is located in the San Bernardino National Forest, 7 miles NE of San Bernardino. This is an out and back for this peak. Hike is on a good use trail. There are spectacular views from the top. Estimate 5 miles round trip, 2000' gain, 4-5 hours of hiking. Slow to moderate pace. For the hike, bring food, water and 10 essentials. This Lower Peaks outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Ginny Heringer.
Sunday, September 25, 2016 9:00 AM  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
CANCELLED CANCELLED - I: Round Mountain (5272’), Luna Mountain (5967’), Rattlesnake Mountain (6131’) 

Sandy Lara 562-522-5323 ssperling1@verizon.net  
Peter Lara 562-665-9143 2peterlara@gmail.com  

I: Round Mountain (5272’), Luna Mountain (5967’), Rattlesnake Mountain (6131’) - Moderately strenuous loop tour, up to 10 miles round trip, 3000’ gain in the Hesperia Backcountry east of Cajon Pass. We combine roads, trails, and desert fringe cross-country trekking for this adventure as we search for peaks to climb. Drive between trailheads with a lot of dirt road driving; high clearance vehicles required. Bring lug soles, water, food, layers, hat and sunblock. Meet 9am Hanna Flat campground at campsite #052. We will leave from the campground and exit to Hesperia after the hike without returning to the campground. Contact leader to confirm your spot. Leader: Sandy Lara, Co-leader: Peter Lara

Wednesday, September 28, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
O: Strawberry Peak (6164’), Mt. Lawlor (5957’)  

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com  
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com  

O: Strawberry Peak (6164’), Mt. Lawlor (5957’) - Hike to these fine peaks from Red Box. The total hike will be about 6.5 miles rt with 2300’ of gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, October 01, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
O: Thorn Point (6920’+)  

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com  
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com  

O: Thorn Point (6920’+)-Thorn Point (6920’+) - Join us for a wonderful drive and hike. We’ll drive through pretty Lockwood Valley into the scenic Sespe Wilderness, it’s beautiful forest of trees and rock formations a feast for the eyes as we drive in, and as we hike a lovely trail up to the summit. Named for W. H. Thorn, a surveyor that helped map central Ventura County back in 1905, the summit has a still standing, but abandoned, tower that served as a lookout (and, more recently, a condor monitoring station). The total hike will be 8 miles round trip with 2,000’ gain. High clearance vehicles advised. Hike-experienced dogs with well-behaved owners welcome. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Sunday, October 02, 2016 7:00 AM  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
I: Round Mountain (5272’), Luna Mountain (5967;), Rattlesnake Mountain (6131’)  

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com  
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com  

I: Round Mountain (5272’), Luna Mountain (5967;), Rattlesnake Mountain (6131’) - Moderately strenuous separate hikes in the Hesperia backcountry east of Cajon Pass. Total distance of about 10 miles round trip, and total gain of around 3000 feet. We combine roads, trails, and desert fringe cross-country trekking for this adventure. Much dirt road driving; high-clearance vehicles recommended. Bring lug soles, water, food, layers, hat and sunblock. Contact leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON
Sunday, October 02, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: San Rafael Peak (6640+’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: San Rafael Peak (6640+’) - Some find it ironic, others find it fitting, that this peak was named after Saint Archangel Raphael, angel of healing with province over the souls of men. Regardless, hiking it affords the opportunity to commune with nature and our fellow man, and to uplift the soul. The day's total will be 10.5 miles rt with 2,400’ gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett.

Wednesday, October 05, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Winston Peak (7502’), Winston Ridge (7003’), Mt. Akawie (7283’+)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Jim Hagar 818-243-6574 jhagar1@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

O: Winston Peak (7502’), Winston Ridge (7003’), Mt. Akawie (7283’+) - Join us for a series of "fun" peaks along Angeles Crest Highway (SR2). This will be a slow-paced hike, designed to accommodate hikers who need -- or want -- more time to get to an HPS peak. Drive between trailheads on paved road. Total hike distance about 7 miles, and total hike gain around 2000 feet. Bring lug soles, lunch, snacks, sunblock, hat, and water. Contact leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON, Co-Leaders: MAY TANG, JIMMY QUAN, JIM HAGAR, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, October 05, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Indian Mtn (5790’), Suicide Rock (7528’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Indian Mtn (5790’), Suicide Rock (7528’) - Enjoy the multitude and variety of great views accompanying the hikes to these two points west of Idyllwild and San Jacinto Peak, the high point of Riverside County. Both destinations have a connection to Helen Hunt Jackson, author of Ramona. Indian Mountain's name traces back to a Soboba tradition of naming creeks running through their land, possession of which they almost lost until an 1883 report, co-authored by Jackson, contributed to the establishment of the Soboba Indian Reservation. The name of Suicide Rock is linked to efforts to boost late 19th century tourism with the telling of a story that has elements of Ramona and Romeo & Juliet -- an Indian princess and her lover jump to their death, rather than live separated from one another. Join us for one or both hikes. Indian Mtn can be as much as 6 miles round trip and '1300' gain, depending on the availability of high clearance vehicles and whether one drives all the way to the top, partially, or not at all. Suicide Rock will be 6.6 mi rt and 1850’ gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, October 08, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Crafts Peak (8364’), Mill Peak (6670’), Keller Peak (7882’), Slide Peak (7841’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
I: Crafts Peak (8364’), Mill Peak (6670’), Keller Peak (7882’), Slide Peak (7841’) - This will be a slow-paced hike, designed to accommodate hikers who need -- or want -- more time to get to an HPS peak. Drive between trailheads. The entire hike should be about 8 miles round trip with around 2500’ gain. Please bring water, lunch, layers, lug soles & hat. Contact the leader for meeting information. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, October 08, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED CANCELLED - I: Cuyama Peak (5878’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Cuyama Peak (5878’) -- Enjoy the lovely canyon being carved by Tinta Creek as we cross and skirt the creek via trail; then, go cross-country up a ridgeline still marked by communication poles that were once part of the summit tower infrastructure. Cabins atop and below now collapsed, this 1934 tower was used by the AWS civilian volunteers of WWII; then, occupied as a fire lookout as late as 1970. The hike will be about 12 miles round trip with 3600’ of gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, October 08, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Lizard Head (5250’) Cuyama Peak LO (5878’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Lizard Head (5250’) Cuyama Peak LO (5878’) - Enjoy views of wild mountains and canyons as we hike up a steep, then undulating route whose ridge and summit resemble one of the prevalent life forms in this area: the Small-scaled Tree Lizard (Vrosaurus microscutatus). After this 11 mile rt and 3900’ hike, we'll drive to the lookout tower topping our second summit and its superb 360-degree views. Cabins atop and below now collapsed, this 1934 tower was used by the AWS civilian volunteers of WWII; then, occupied as a fire lookout as late as 1970. High clearance vehicles advised, 4x4 preferred. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, October 08, 2016 8:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Navigation: Beginning Navigation Clinic

Diane Dunbar 818-248-0455 dianedunbar@charter.net
Richard Boardman 310-374-4371

I: Navigation: Beginning Navigation Clinic: Spend the day one-on-one with an instructor, learning/practicing map and compass in our local mountains. Beginners to rusty old-timers welcome and practice is available at all skill levels. Not a checkout, but it will help you prepare. Many expert leaders will attend; many I-rated leaders started here in the past. 4 mi, 500’ gain. Send sase, phones, rideshare info, $25 deposit, refunded at trailhead (Sierra Club) to Leader: Diane Dunbar. Co-Ldr: Richard Boardman

Saturday, October 08, 2016 to Sunday, October 09, 2016
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O2: Will Thrall Peak (7,845’) & Pleasant View Ridge (7,983’) - Hiking the Pleasant View Ridge Wilderness

Denise Weintraub 323-462-7838 deniseweintraub@yahoo.com
Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
O2: Will Thrall Peak (7,845') & Pleasant View Ridge (7,983') - Hiking the Pleasant View Ridge Wilderness -
Celebrate Autumn with this epic trek in the San Gabriel Mountains to a couple of the most rugged, challenging,
and remote peaks in the area. Usually done as an absolutely epic day hike, we'll extend it this time by
backpacking down into the wilderness the afternoon prior and setting up camp beneath the pines to enjoy a
gorgeous night beneath the stars. A strenuous day follows, but your effort and perseverance will be returned
in kind with equal doses of jaw-dropping beauty, peaceful solitude, and a profound connection with the
seemingly-untouched wilderness of the high country. We'll start at Buckhorn Campground (near Waterman
Mtn), where we enter the Pleasant View Ridge Wilderness, then head down the Burkhart Trail about 1.4
miles and make camp on the north side of Cooper Canyon Creek -- a good reliable water source under the
canopy of abundant pine and oak, and an excellent spot for a festive Happy Hour. Sunday morning, we'll
resume our travel along trail into an increasingly stunning part of the San Gabriel Mountains with plenty of
healthy stands of trees that have avoided the wild fires and disease that have plagued so many California
forests. We'll hike to Burkhart Saddle and turn west; climbing first to Will Thrall Peak, and then to Pleasant
View Ridge via steep use trail and occasionally loose slopes. After enjoying the views up top, we'll return to
camp via the same route we came in for a total of about 10.5 miles and 3,200’ of gain. Once back at camp
we'll pack up and head out. Foul weather or excessive heat cancels. This WTC Outing is co-sponsored by
HPS. Email contact info, recent experience and conditioning to deniseweintraub@yahoo.com in return for
trip status and details. Leader: DENISE WEINTRAUB Co-leader: MAT KELLIHER

Sunday, October 09, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Fox Mountain #1 (5167”)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Fox Mountain #1 (5167”) -- Follow a winding, and sometimes steep, view lined ridge route to a peak named
for Charles Fox, an early Angeles Chapter Chair and once owner of the nearby Santa Barbara Cyn Ranch,
one of the central parcels that became part of the Los Padres National Forest. The entire hike will be 5 miles
round trip with a total of 2300' gain (2100' going & 200' on the return). Hike-experienced dogs with well-
behaved owners welcome. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact
peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, October 12, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Burnt Peak (5788’) and Sawtooth Mountain (5200’+)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com
Jim Hagar 818-243-6574 jhagar1@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Burnt Peak (5788’) and Sawtooth Mountain (5200’+) - Hike these fine peaks in the Liebre Range north of
Los Angeles via dirt roads and use trails. Total distance around 13 miles, and total elevation gain about 3000
feet. High-clearance vehicle recommended. Bring lug soles, water, lunch, snacks, layers, sunblock & hat.
Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, MAY TANG, JIM HAGAR,
VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, October 12, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Lightner Peak (6430’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Lightner Peak (6430’) - Join us as we follow a pretty, forested serpentine ridge near Lake Isabella to a peak
named for Abia Lightner. Originally from Lancaster Pennsylvania, he led a wagon train safely across the

http://vault.sierraclub.org/online-activities/printview.asp
country and, with his wife and 7 children, was one of the original settlers of the Kern River Valley in 1856. Hike totals will be 4 miles round trip with 1600' gain. High clearance vehicles advised. Hike-experienced dogs with well-behaved owners welcome. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

**Saturday, October 15, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)**
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Barley Flats (5600'+), Vetter Mtn (5908'), Mount Sally (5408')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Barley Flats (5600'+), Vetter Mtn (5908'), Mount Sally (5408') - Join us for a hike to 1, 2, or all 3 of these peaks in the lovely Angeles National Forest. Visiting all 3 peaks would add up to a day’s total of about 11 miles round trip with 1900' gain (less if the gate to Vetter is open). Hike-experienced dogs with well-behaved owners welcome. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

**Sunday, October 16, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)**
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Eureka Peak (5,518')

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Pat Vaughn 310-671-9575 pearlv9@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

I: Eureka Peak (5,518') – Join us on this exploratory outing into the northwestern portion of Joshua Tree National Park near Yucca Valley, CA to evaluate the merits of restoring this previously de-listed peak onto the HPS List. We’ll travel out and back along a moderately strenuous trail system at an unhurried pace through gorgeous, but rocky and thorny, desert terrain. Expect about 10.5 miles for the round trip with about 1,700' of elevation gain. Note that voting by HPS members to restore Eureka Peak to the HPS List will occur during the upcoming 2016 HPS elections. Email contact info, recent experience and conditioning to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIEHER, BILL SIMPSON, PAT VAUGHN, VIRGINIA SIMPSON, MAY TANG, JIMMY QUAN #Hikethe100

**Sunday, October 16, 2016 7:30 AM (Time Tentative)**
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Granite Peaks (7527')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Granite Peaks (7527') - Join us as we travel east of Big Bear to the northeast corner of the San Bernardino National Forest, into the Bighorn Mountain Wilderness and its desert-alpine ecotone. After hiking cross-country through a pinyon pine and Joshua tree-studded valley, we'll scramble and wind our way up a boulder-strewn gully and sandy washes to splendid views of the mountains and desert. The day's totals will be 5 miles round trip and 1700' gain. High clearance vehicles advised. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

**Wednesday, October 19, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)**
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED I: Sewart Mtn (6841'), Snowy Peak (6532'), Black Mtn #2 (6202')
I: Sewart Mtn (6841’), Snowy Peak (6532’), Black Mtn #2 (6202’) - Join us for a midweek hike to the remote and wild Cobblestone area. After driving through Hungry Valley, and crossing Piru Creek, we'll wind our way up to our trailhead. Hiking a serpentine route with some steep descents and ascents out and back, we'll go over the first two peaks on our way to Black, as we enjoy views of rocky forested ridges and deep rugged canyons. Totals for the day will be about 10 miles rt with 3900’ of gain. High clearance vehicles advised. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, October 19, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Deer Mountain (5536’) and White Mountain #1 (7727’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Deer Mountain (5536’) and White Mountain #1 (7727’) - Enjoy a visit to these two peaks. Deer Mountain is an obscure, brushy peak near Lake Arrowhead that involves a steep climb after crossing Deep Creek, and White Mountain is between Hesperia and Big Bear Lake and will be hiked mainly on a jeep trail. Total distance will be around 8 miles round trip, and total gain will be about 3500 feet. Significant dirt-road driving; high-clearance vehicles preferred. Please bring lug soles, water, lunch, layers, sunblock, and hat. Contact leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: JIMMY QUAN, MAY TANG, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, October 19, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Cornell Peak (9750’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Cornell Peak (9750’) - Climb this awesome peak near San Jacinto from the tram. The total hike will be about 4 miles round trip with 1600’ of gain. This hike is not for beginners or those uncomfortable with heights. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett.

Friday, October 21, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Owens Peak (8453’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Owens Peak (8453’) - Hike a fun forested trail, crossing a talus field and scrambling past wonderful granite formations, to gain this impressive HPS/SPS summit. Enjoy views of the northern Sierras and of other HPS peaks that crown beautiful Indian Wells Canyon in Kern County. This 7 mile 3200’ gain hike is only for experienced hikers. High clearance vehicles advised. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch & hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, October 22, 2016 6:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Lizard Head (5250’), Cuyama Peak LO (5878’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com  
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

I: Lizard Head (5250'), Cuyama Peak LO (5878') - A strenuous hike on trail and cross-country for about 11 miles round trip with around 3900' of gain to a peak west of Maricopa followed by a drive-up to an old (and now falling apart) lookout. Lizard Head is named for one of the prevalent life forms in this area -- the Small-scaled Tree Lizard (Vrosaurus microscutatus) -- and because to some, the appearance of this summit resembles its name. Moderate only for experienced and conditioned hikers. High clearance vehicle advised. Bring food, water, lugsoles, layers, hat and sunblock. Contact Leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, JIMMY QUAN

Saturday, October 22, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
I: Quail Mountain (5813') and Mount Minerva Hoyt (5405')

 Eric Granlund 310-429-1377 egranlund@gmail.com  
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net

I: Quail Mountain (5813') and Mount Minerva Hoyt (5405') - A moderately paced day hike to two special peaks in Joshua Tree National Park. Quail Mountain is the highest peak in the Park. Mt. Minerva Hoyt was named in honor of Minerva Hamilton Hoyt, who was devoted to protecting the desert areas in what became Joshua Tree National Park, Death Valley and Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. Leaving early Saturday morning from Hidden Valley Picnic Area, we will traverse cross-country up to Quail Mountain via Mount Minerva Hoyt. After summiting Quail, we will travel cross-country back to our cars. Total for the day will be approx. 10 miles with about 1800’ elevation gain. Bring a summit snack to share. Wilderness Travel Course or similar training is encouraged. This WTC outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Send e-mail with contact info, experience, and recent conditioning to Ldr: Eric Granlund Asst: Mike Dillenback.

Saturday, October 22, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
O: Warren Point (5,103')

Janmarie Perry 818-377-3216 janmarie3@yahoo.com  
Karen Buehler 818-248-1482 karen.buehler2@gmail.com

O: Warren Point (5,103') - WTCers! Take a pre-graduation jaunt to Warren Point, one of the HPS recognized peaks in Joshua Tree National Park. Starting from Black Rock Campground near Yucca Valley, CA, we’ll take the Panorama Loop Trail past Joshua Trees, Pinyon Pine, and Juniper to one of the highest points in the Park. From the summit we’ll enjoy amazing views of the Santa Rosa Mtns, the San Jacinto Mtns, the San Bernardino Mtns, as well as numberless Ranges that stretch out into the surrounding Mojave and Sonoran Deserts. Five miles, 1,000' of gain at a moderate pace. Leave your cooler packed for graduation Happy Hour in the car, but make sure you bring along your ten essentials including sunscreen, 2 - 3 liters of water, and snacks in your daypack. Contact Jan Marie Perry at janmarie3@yahoo.com for additional information and to sign up. This HPS outing is co-sponsored by WTC. Leaders: JAN MARIE PERRY, Co-leader: KAREN BUEHLER #Hikethe100

Saturday, October 22, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)  
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
I: Cathedral Peak (3333')

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net  
Pat Vaughn 310-671-9575 pearlv9@yahoo.com

I: Cathedral Peak (3333') - Join us for a day in the Los Padres National Forest just above Santa Barbara. This Lower Peak has some of the best views of Santa Barbara and the ocean. 6 miles round trip, 2300' gain with some class 2 boulder hopping. Slow to moderate pace. Bring food, water and 10 essentials. This LPC Outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Pat Vaughn
Sunday, October 23, 2016 6:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Sewart Mtn (6841'), Cobblestone Mtn (6733'), White Mtn #2 (6250')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Sewart Mtn (6841'), Cobblestone Mtn (6733'), White Mtn #2 (6250') - It's a long drive in from Hungry Valley and Piru Creek, but the day's reward makes it worthwhile – summiting Cobblestone, its distinctive profile impressive from across two counties; and traversing the beautiful pine lined ridge to White and its 360 degree views. High clearance vehicles advised for the long drive into this remote and isolated area. This day's totals will be about 18 miles rt with 6,500' of gain. This strenuous outing is too difficult for new hikers. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett.

Sunday, October 23, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED I: McDonald Peak (6870'), Alamo Mtn (7360')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: McDonald Peak (6870'), Alamo Mtn (7360') - Join us for the second day of our Cobblestone weekend. We'll first climb the short but pretty ridge to McDonald and take in the spectacular views of the grand expanse of the Topatopa Mountains. Then, after driving to our second trailhead, we'll amble through the woods to Alamo, Spanish for poplar trees found in the area. McDonald is about 1 mile rt with 400' of gain. Alamo is about 2 miles rt with 450' of gain. High clearance vehicles advised. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett.

Wednesday, October 26, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Piute Lookout (8326'), Sorrell Peak (7704'), Weldon Peak (6320')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Piute Lookout (8326'), Sorrell Peak (7704'), Weldon Peak (6320') - Visit these interesting peaks in Kern County. The total hike for all peaks will be about 8 miles round trip, and the total round-trip gain will be around 2200 feet. Please bring water, lug soles, lunch, layers, sunblock and hat. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: MAY TANG, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, October 26, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: McDonald Peak (6870') and Alamo Mtn (7360')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: McDonald Peak (6870') and Alamo Mtn (7360') - Join us for the third hike in our Cobblestone Complex series. We'll first climb the short but pretty ridge to McDonald and take in the spectacular views of the grand expanse of the Topatopa Mountains. Then, after driving to our second trailhead, we'll amble through the woods to Alamo, Spanish for poplar trees found in the area. McDonald is about 1 mile rt with 400' of gain. Alamo is about 2 miles rt with 450' of gain. High clearance vehicles advised. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett.
Saturday, October 29, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Smith Mountain (5111')

John Tevelein 949-854-0657 jctevelein@cox.net
Linda Ledger 949-496-8029 linda.ledger@me.com

O: Smith Mountain (5111') - Easy paced hike to Smith Mountain (5111') off Azuza Ave (HWY 39) in San Gabriel Mountains. Hike begins at signed trailhead in large parking area and follows scenic trail for 3.0 miles to Saddle just north of Smith Mtn. We then follow a use trail for 1/2 mi. up to the peak and have lunch. Returning on the same route back to the parking area. Total distance is 7.0 miles round trip with 1800 feet of elevation gain. Bring water, lug soles, sunscreen, lunch and hat. Meet 7:00 AM in Tustin on Redhill Ave on N side (frwy side) of Stater Bros Mkt just SW of Redhill Ave exit from Santa Ana Frwy. Or 8:00 AM in public parking lot on southeast corner of Foothill Blvd & Azuza ave .9 mi. north of 210 Frwy in Azuza. This Sierra Sage outing is co-sponsored by HPS Leaders: John Tevelein & Linda Ledger

Saturday, October 29, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Buck Point (6433'), San Sevaine Lookout (5240+')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Buck Point (6433'), San Sevaine Lookout (5240+') - Join us as we hike to Buck Point and enjoy the marvelous views that meet the eyes -- Cucamonga and Etiwanda rising strikingly to the northwest, marvelous canyons descending to its north and south. Continue on to San Sevaine and its own contrasting scenery -- pines towering nearby, the high desert extending in the distance. Totals for the day will be 22.6 miles and 5020' gain (3.5 miles rt and 1100' gain, if gate is open). High clearance vehicles advised, 4X4 preferred. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, October 29, 2016 8:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Pacifico Mountain (7124')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com
Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Bruce Craig 213-746-3563 bruce1084@att.net
Donald R Croley, Jr 310-374-6433 drcroley@msn.com
Laura Franciosi 714-879-1760 lauraf999@hotmail.com
Khee Ngan Thio 714-841-7988 sendthio@hotmail.com
Kathy Rich 323-256-3776 karich@usc.edu
Daryn Dodge 530-753-1095 daryn.dodge@oehha.ca.gov
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net
Gary Schenk 714-596-6196 gary@hbfun.org
Brookes Treidler 626-792-1520 judyebt@gmail.com
Sridhar Gullapalli 310-821-3900 sridhar_gullapalli@yahoo.com
Stella Cheung 818-364-2254 stellacheung3@gmail.com
William Joyce 909-596-6280 bill@rollingtherock.com
Doris Duval 323-221-6023 duv14@sbcglobal.net
Mikki Siegel 310-454-3446
Asher Waxman 323-870-7267 amuirman@yahoo.com
Coby King 818-313-8533 cobyk@cobyking.com
Rudy Fleck 310-376-7447 rudy.fleck@gmail.com
Patricia Arredondo 562-618-4391 paarredo@verizon.net
Christopher Spisak 626-872-4399 cjsarch@gmail.com
Marlen Mertz 571-335-2340 mbmertz@aol.com
Mark S Allen 562-598-0329 bakhikn@gmail.com
Ted Lubeshkoff 626-447-5690 jeannstar@sbcglobal.net
Lorraine Daly 310-937-5690 cyclecat29@gmail.com

O: Pacifico Mountain (7124') - PARTY WITH US!! TWO HPS LIST FINISHES!! FUN WILL BE HAD BY ALL!! GREAT HIKE, GREAT FRIENDS!! Join us for this historic event in the beautiful San Gabriel Mountains National Monument. One of the leaders will be completing her first HPS list, and another one of the leaders will be completing his fourth lead of the HPS list. A potluck celebration will occur on the peak. Most of the hike will be on the wonderful Pacific Crest Trail. Enjoy marvelous views of the Mojave Desert and the San Gabriels! The hike will be about 12 miles round trip with around 2,200' of elevation gain. This will be a moderate hike at an unhurried pace. Bring something to share for the potluck as well as snacks, water, lugsoles, layers, hat and sunblock. Contact Leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, JIMMY QUAN, MAY TANG, MAT KELLIHER, BRUCE CRAIG, DON CROLEY, LAURA FRANCIOSI, KWEE THIO, KATHY RICH, DARYN DODGE, MIKE DILLENBACK, GARY SCHENK, BROOKES TREIDLER, SRIDHAR GULLAPALLI, STELLA CHEUNG, BILL JOYCE, DORIS DUVAL, MIKKI SIEGEL, ASHER WAXMAN, COBY KING, RUDY FLECK, PAT ARREDONDO, CHRIS SPISAK, MARLEN MERTZ, MARK ALLEN, TED LUBESHKOFF, LORRAINE DALY

Wednesday, November 02, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: San Sevaine (LO) (5240'), Buck Point (6433')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com
Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com

O: San Sevaine (LO) (5240'), Buck Point (6433') - An easy walk on road and brushy trail for a total of about 3.5 miles round trip with around 900' of gain to peaks near Rancho Cucamonga. The lookout tower that was on San Sevaine is long gone, but the views live on. High-clearance vehicles required. This will be a slow-paced hike to accommodate those who want more time to get to HPS peaks. Please bring lugsoles, layers, beverages, lunch, snacks, sunblock and hat. For trip details contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, MAY TANG, JIM HAGAR

Wednesday, November 02, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Sewart Mtn (6841'), Snowy Peak (6532'), Black Mtn #2 (6202')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Sewart Mtn (6841'), Snowy Peak (6532'), Black Mtn #2 (6202') - Join us for a midweek hike to the remote and wild Cobblestone area. After driving through Hungry Valley, and crossing Piru Creek, we'll wind our way up to our trailhead. Hiking a serpentine route with some steep descents and ascents out and back, we'll go over the first two peaks on our way to Black, as we enjoy views of rocky forested ridges and deep rugged canyons. Totals for the day will be about 10 miles rt with 3900' of gain. High clearance vehicles advised. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Friday, November 04, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Cobblestone Complex Cleanout I - Alamo Mountain (7,360'+) and McDonald Peak (6,870')

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com

I: Cobblestone Complex Cleanout I - Alamo Mountain (7,360'+) and McDonald Peak (6,870') – Join us on this first day of our push to get up on top of all seven of the HPS Peaks in the Cobblestone area in Ventura County, CA over a three day Autumn weekend. This first day will involve two easy hikes with a drive between trailheads; expect about 2.0 RT miles with 450' of gain along cross country terrain for Alamo; 1.0 RT mile with about 400' of gain on use trail for McDonald. After finishing the peaks, you're welcome to join us for a festive Happy Hour and a refreshing night's sleep at a nearby campground; this will allow us to avoid making the long drive in for the next day's peaks. Feel free to join us for one, two, or all three days of hiking. Email contact info, recent experience and conditioning, which (if not all) of the days you'd like to join us, and whether you'll be camping with us Friday and/or Saturday night to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. High Clearance Vehicles recommended. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, BILL SIMPSON, JIMMY QUAN, MAY TANG

Saturday, November 05, 2016 6:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Cobblestone Complex Cleanout II - Sewart Mountain (6,841'), White Mountain #2 (6,250'), and Cobblestone Mountain (6,733')

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com

I: Cobblestone Complex Cleanout II - Sewart Mountain (6,841'), White Mountain #2 (6,250'), and Cobblestone Mountain (6,733') – Join us on this very strenuous second day of our push to get up on top of all seven of the HPS Peaks in the Cobblestone area in Ventura County, CA over a three day Autumn weekend. Although we'll travel at a moderate pace, this second day will be very strenuous and will involve predominantly cross country terrain; it is for experienced and well-seasoned hikers only and is not appropriate for beginners. Totals for the day will be about 14 RT miles with 6,500' gain; 3,000' of which we'll get on our way out. After finishing the peaks, you're welcome to join us for a festive Happy Hour and a refreshing night's sleep at a nearby campground; this will allow us to avoid making the long drive in for the next day's peaks. Feel free to join us for one, two, or all three days of hiking. Email contact info, recent experience and conditioning, which (if not all) of the days you'd like to join us, and whether you'll be camping with us Friday and/or Saturday night to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. High Clearance Vehicles recommended. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, BILL SIMPSON, JIMMY QUAN, MAY TANG

Saturday, November 05, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Cole Point (5604')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Cole Point (5604') - Hike to this fine peak in the Angeles National Forest at a pleasant pace. The total hike will be about 2 miles round trip with 1400' of gain. Please bring 2 or 3 quarts of water, lunch and the other essentials. Hike-experienced dogs with well-behaved owners welcome. Meet at the La Canada Rideshare point at 8:00 AM. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com if you have other questions. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett.

Sunday, November 06, 2016 6:30 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Monrovia Peak (5409')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Monrovia Peak (5409') - Hike to this fine peak in the Angeles National Forest at a pleasant pace. The total hike will be about 2 miles round trip with 1400' of gain. Please bring 2 or 3 quarts of water, lunch and the other essentials. Hike-experienced dogs with well-behaved owners welcome. Meet at the La Canada Rideshare point at 8:00 AM. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com if you have other questions. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett.
I: Monrovia Peak (5409') - Join us for an old pathfinder approach, from Monrovia Cyn Park and possibly the Ben Overturf Trail, to this prominent peak and its multitude of views. To the east, the Three Sans; north and west, the bountiful San Gabriels; south, the San Bernardino and LA basins; and southwest, the beautiful Pacific Ocean -- one can count the freighters after a windswept day. Totals for the day will be 18 miles and 4500' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Sunday, November 06, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Cobblestone Complex Cleanout III - Sewart Mountain (6,841'), Snowy Peak (6,532') and Black Mountain #2 (6,202')

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Lilly Y Fukui 626-300-5812 lilly13fukui@gmail.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com

I: Cobblestone Complex Cleanout III - Sewart Mountain (6,841'), Snowy Peak (6,532') and Black Mountain #2 (6,202') – Join us on this strenuous third day of our push to get up on top of all seven of the HPS Peaks in the Cobblestone area in Ventura County, CA over a three day Autumn weekend. Although we'll travel at a moderate pace, this third day will be strenuous and will involve predominantly cross country terrain; it is for experienced and well-seasoned hikers only and is not appropriate for beginners. Totals for the day will be about 8.5 RT miles with about 2,000' gain going in, and about 2,300' of gain coming back out. Feel free to join us for one, two, or all three days of hiking. Email contact info, recent experience and conditioning, which (if not all) of the days you'd like to join us, and whether you'll be camping with us Friday and/or Saturday night to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. High Clearance Vehicles recommended. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, BILL SIMPSON, JIMMY QUAN, LILLY FUKUI, MAY TANG

Tuesday, November 08, 2016 6:30 PM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Club Support Event
CANCELLED Rescheduled to Nov 10 - HPS Management Committee Meeting

Wayne Bannister 323-258-8052 waynebannister@socal.rr.com

HPS Management Committee Meeting: All are welcome to attend our bi-monthly management committee meeting to discuss the business side of the section and upcoming activities. All are welcome to join us and opportunities to become involved are available. The meeting begins at 6:30 pm via conference call. To receive access information to join in on the conference call, to have items added to the agenda, or to volunteer, please contact the HPS Chair: Wayne Bannister

Wednesday, November 09, 2016 6:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Galena Peak (9324')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Galena Peak (9324') - Galena Peak is the high point of the Yucaipa Ridge. Hike this steep, extremely challenging peak via Mill Creek. The total hike is about 8 miles round trip with around 3300 feet of gain. The need to negotiate the "headwall" (Mill Creek Jumpoff) makes this hike not for beginners (or the faint-hearted). The headwall is concave and gets steeper as you climb, and extreme caution is needed to avoid falling rocks. Bring water, lug soles, lunch, snacks, layers, hat & sunblock. Contact the leader for meeting information. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: MAY TANG, JIMMY QUAN, JIM HAGAR, VIRGINIA
Sierra Club Activities

Wednesday, November 09, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)

0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Cornell Peak (9750')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Cornell Peak (9750') - Climb this awesome peak near San Jacinto from the tram. The total hike will be about 4 miles round trip with 1600' of gain. This hike is not for beginners or those uncomfortable with heights. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett.

Thursday, November 10, 2016 6:30 PM

0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Club Support Event
HPS Management Committee Meeting (Rescheduled from Nov 8)

Wayne Bannister 323-258-8052 waynebannister@socal.rr.com

HPS Management Committee Meeting (Rescheduled from Nov 8) - All are welcome to attend our bi-monthly management committee meeting to discuss the business side of the section and upcoming activities. All are welcome to join us and opportunities to become involved are available. The meeting begins at 6:30 pm via conference call. To receive access information to join in on the conference call, to have items added to the agenda, or to volunteer, please contact the HPS Chair: Wayne Bannister.

Saturday, November 12, 2016 5:30 AM (Time Tentative)

0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: McKinley Mtn (6200'), Santa Cruz Pk (5570'), San Rafael Mtn (6593')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: McKinley Mtn (6200'), Santa Cruz Pk (5570'), San Rafael Mtn (6593') - Day hike the Big 3 and journey into the remote and wild beauty of Santa Barbara County near Lake Cachuma. Hiking mostly fireroad and good trail, we'll be treated to views of the beautiful canyons and mountains surrounding our 31 mile and 8100' gain route. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, November 12, 2016 7:00 AM

0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Pyramid Peak (7035'), Pine Mountain #2 (7035'), Lion Peak (6868')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com

I: Pyramid Peak (7035'), Pine Mountain #2 (7035'), Lion Peak (6868') - Climb these fine peaks on the Desert Divide, the major ridge system that stretches south from the San Jacinto mountains. Magnificent views of the Santa Rosa Mountains, the San Jacinto Wilderness and the Coachella Valley. Outing will be a moderately paced 11-mile round trip -- with around 2700' of gain -- mostly on trail and use trail (including a portion of the PCT). Bring lug soles, layers, lunch, water, hat and sunblock. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, MAY TANG

Wednesday, November 16, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)

0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Mount Baden Powell (9366') via the East Ridge, Big Horn Mine

Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com

I: Mount Baden Powell (9366') via the East Ridge, Big Horn Mine - Join us for a challenging climb up Mount Baden Powell via the fun but rarely climbed East Ridge, nicknamed “Baden Powell the hard way”. Starting from Vincent Gap we will visit the historic Big Horn Mine and learn about its colorful past. Then we will make a steep Class 2 scramble, mostly on dirt, 1.5 miles and 2400’ up the east ridge to the summit on use trail, returning via the PCT. Very strenuous, moderate pace. Some exposure in places. Experienced hikers only. Bring your best lug soles, lunch, water, and 10 essentials. 7.5 miles rt, 2800’ gain. Contact leaders for meeting time and place. Leaders: Jim Hagar, Bill Simpson, Virginia Simpson, Jimmy Quan, May Tang.

Wednesday, November 16, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Deer Mtn (5536')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Deer Mtn (5536') - Join us for a pleasant hike to this Lake Arrowhead point, named for the area’s native Mule Deer. Mainly a ridge hike, we'll follow a section of the PCT from Splinter's Cabin, leave it to rock hop a creek and climb out of a gorge onto our main ridge. We'll then be treated to vistas of beautiful Deep Creek Gorge, sister canyons and the nearby northern mountains of Big Bear. The day's totals will be 7 miles rt and 2100' gain. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip info. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, November 19, 2016 5:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Villager Peak (5756’), Rabbit Peak #2 (6640’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Villager Peak (5756’), Rabbit Peak #2 (6640’) - Among the many rewards of ascending and descending this spectacular ridge -- views of the dramatic drops to Clark Dry Lake, the oft snowcovered Toro, the expanse of the Salton Sea, and the vast badlands of Anza Borrego State Park -- is the inspiring sense of being a fortunate traveler on a divine celestial body. On a clear day, one can see as far as Arizona and Mexico; but be sure to keep your eye on the more immediate desert terrain, its loose shale and variety of thorny cacti. A DPS and HPS peak, this Big Rabbit and its very strenuous 24 miles 8000’ gain is only for experienced strong pace hikers. Please bring lug soles, liquids (at least 5 to 6 liters), layers, lunch, hat and head lamp (with extra batteries). Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, November 19, 2016 9:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Mount Lewis (8,396’) – LIST FINISH!!!

Christopher Spisak 626-872-4399 cjsarch@gmail.com
Lilly Y Fukui 626-300-5812 lilly13fukui@gmail.com
Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net
Stella Cheung 818-364-2254 stellacheung3@gmail.com
O: Mount Lewis (8,396') – LIST FINISH!!! Join Chris Spisak as he summits the only remaining peak on the HPS List that he hasn't yet climbed, and then afterward come celebrate his accomplishment with us at a nearby picnic area in the Angeles National Forest high above La Canada, CA. We'll do the hike at a relaxed pace along steep use trail that takes us through a beautiful and shaded Jeffrey Pine forest to the summit where we'll be treated to magnificent views of the surrounding San Gabriel Mountains and the Antelope Valley off to the north; expect a total for the day of about 1.0 RT mile with 500' of gain. Be sure to bring along your favorite goodies and/or vino to share for the celebration!! Meet at 9:00 am at the La Canada Rideshare or at 10:00 am at the trailhead. The trailhead is located at the NW corner of the large parking area at Dawson Saddle right next to a highway maintenance building; get there by traveling north on the Angeles Crest Highway (SR 2) about 35.0 miles from the La Canada Rideshare. Leaders: CHRIS SPISAK, LILLY FUKUI, MAT KELLIHER, BILL SIMPSON, VIRGINIA SIMPSON, MIKE DILLENBACK, STELLA CHEUNG, WINNETTE BUTLER, MAY TANG, JIMMY QUAN, PAT ARREDONDO

Saturday, November 26, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Sitton Peak (3,273')

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Daniel Richter 818-970-6737 dan@danrichter.com

O: Sitton Peak (3,273') – Come work off some of that Thanksgiving excess on this pleasant hike up into the Santa Ana Mountains high above Lake Elsinore in the Cleveland National Forest. We'll do this moderately strenuous hike on trail at an unhurried pace; expect a day's total of about 10 miles with 1,900' of gain going in, 600' coming out. For those interested, on our way up we'll divert slightly to summit adjacent Boy Scout Peak (3,240'+) before continuing on to Sitton Pk. This Lower Peaks Committee hike is co-sponsored by HPS. Email contact info, recent experience and conditioning to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, DAN RICHTER

Sunday, November 27, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED CANCELED: I: Scodie Mountain (7294')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com

CANCELLED: I: Scodie Mountain (7294') - Join us for this superb peak in the Sequoia National Forest. Scodie Mountain is the high point of the Scodie Mountains and is part of the Kiavah Wilderness. The Kiavah Wilderness was created by Federal act in 1994, and it is located within parts of the Mojave Desert, the Scodie Mountains and the Southern Sierra Nevada Mountains in Kern County. The hike will be about 7 miles round trip and have around 2300' of elevation gain. A significant portion of the hike involves a steep climb up (and down) a gully on this mostly cross-country approach to this seldom-visited peak. The views from the summit are arguably as good as those from Scodie's oft-climbed neighbor, Owens Peak. Much of hike goes through a beautiful Piñon pine forest. Bring beverage, lunch, snacks, layers, hat, sunblock and hiking boots. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, MIKE DILLENBACK

Wednesday, November 30, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Antimony Peak (6848'), Eagle Rest Peak (6005')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

http://vault.sierraclub.org/online-activities/printview.asp
I: Antimony Peak (6848’), Eagle Rest Peak (6005’) - Wonderful vistas await -- green and pretty Cuddy Valley; Mt. Pinos, the highest peak in the San Emigdio range; more beautiful pine-forested peaks; and the San Joaquin Valley to the north -- as we climb first to an area known for its antimony deposits, and then to the impressive summit known for its once abundant Golden and Bald Eagles. The total hike will be about 11 miles round trip with 5400’ of gain. Please bring liquids, lug soles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett

Wednesday, November 30, 2016 9:00 AM 0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
O: Liebre Mountain (5740’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com  
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com  
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com  
Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com  
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com  
Brookes Treidler 626-792-1520 judyebt@gmail.com  
Carole Scurlock 626-794-5207 ccscurlock@charter.net  
Norm Stabeck 818-518-5454 normstabeck1945@yahoo.com  
Wayne Bannister 323-258-8052 waynebannister@socal.rr.com  
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net

O: Liebre Mountain (5740’) -- Join us for a hike to the forested far-north slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains. [NOTE: The driving time to the trailhead from La Canada is just over an hour.] This interesting area is more like the western slopes of the Sierras than the San Gabriel Mountains – oak grass savannah at the lower elevations instead of chaparral, and digger pine forest at higher elevations. This hike will be at an unhurried pace. The total distance is about 7 miles, and the total elevation gain will be around 1900 feet. Bring hiking boots, lunch, snacks, layers, sunblock and hat. Meet in Newhall at Towsley Canyon Park parking area near the park entrance at 9:00 am (or meet at the La Canada rideshare location at 8:30 am to carpool to Towsley Canyon Park parking area). Directions to Towsley parking area: take the 5 Freeway north from Sylmar, continue on the 5 Freeway a couple of miles past the junction with SR 14, and exit at Calgrove Boulevard (Exit 166). Turn left and turn left again to the Towsley parking area. Leaders: BILL SIMPSON, VIRGINIA SIMPSON, JIMMY QUAN, JIM HAGAR, MAY TANG, BROOKES TREIDLER, CAROLE SCURLOCK, NORM STABECK, WAYNE BANNISTER, MIKE DILLENBACK

Saturday, December 03, 2016 7:00 AM 0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
I: Mount Akawie (7283‘+), Vetter Mountain (5908‘), Mount Mooney (5840’+), Mount Sally (5408’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com  
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com  
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com  
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net

I: Mount Akawie (7283‘+), Vetter Mountain (5908‘), Mount Mooney (5840’+), Mount Sally (5408’) - This will be a slow-paced hike, designed to accommodate hikers who need -- or want -- more time to get to an HPS peak. Join us for four unique peaks on trail, use trail and ridges in the Angeles National Forest. Total distance will be around 8 miles, and total gain will be about 2000 feet. We will drive between each of the trailheads. Bring beverage, lunch, snacks, layers, hat, sunblock and lugsoles. Contact Leader for details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, MAY TANG, MIKE DILLENBACK

Saturday, December 03, 2016 6:00 PM 0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
I: Nelson Range HP (7,696’) In The Dark / Matthew Hengst Glow In The Dark DPS List Finish #1 (Try #2)
Matthew Hengst 714-478-3933 matthewhengst@gmail.com
John L. Kiiffer 714-522-1376 jockorock42@yahoo.com

I: Nelson Range HP (7,696') In The Dark / Matthew Hengst Glow In The Dark DPS List Finish #1 (Try #2) - After *6* years and one knee surgery Matthew Hengst is (finally) finishing the Desert Peak Section List. And we're going to do it in suitable style. We'll meet Saturday at sunset at the trailhead for Nelson Range HP, strap on our headlamps, and deck ourselves out in as much glow in the dark or light emitting gear as we can carry. We'll summit in the dark and proceed to have a celebration bright enough to be visible for miles before returning to camp and continuing the party fireside with glow in the dark libations. Total stats are 2 miles and 1200 ft gain so appropriate for all levels of fashion challenged bipeds. Garishly colored jeeps optional though high clearance vehicles will be needed to reach the trailhead. This WTC Outing is co-sponsored by HPS.

Wednesday, December 07, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
M: Strawberry Peak (6164') by the west ridge

Jim Hagar 818-466-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson ollienivan@yahoo.com
May Tang hitomitang@hotmail.com
Jimmy Quan h2otigerjim@gmail.com

M: Strawberry Peak (6164') by the west ridge - Join us for an adventurous jaunt up a scenic and classic local peak. From Angeles Crest Highway we will start up beautiful and peaceful Colby Canyon to Josephine Saddle, then up the rocky west ridge to the summit. We will return down the east ridge to Red Box then to the cars with a short car shuttle. A side trip to Mount Lawlor (5957’) is possible (1.5 miles additional), time permitting. Ascending the west ridge involves a section of class 3 scrambling. Experienced hikers comfortable on class 3 rock only. Strenuous. Total 6 miles, 2700’ gain / 1500’ loss. Bring lugsoles layers liquids lunch, hat, and sunscreen. Tasty treats provided. Contact leaders for meeting time and location. Rain cancels. Leaders: Jim Hagar, Bill Simpson, Virginia Simpson, May Tang, Jimmy Quan.

Wednesday, December 07, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Fox Mtn (5033’), Condor Peak (5440’+), Iron Mtn #2 (5635’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

I: Fox Mtn (5033’), Condor Peak (5440’+), Iron Mtn #2 (5635’) - Covering 21 miles & 6150’ gain at a moderate-strong pace, this trek is for the experienced hiker only. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch, hat and headlamp. Contact peterdoggett@AOL.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett.

Friday, December 09, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Suicide Rock (7528’)

Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com

O: Suicide Rock (7528’) – For those who would like to stretch their legs in the San Jancinto Wilderness in preparation for the Holiday Hoopla. Would plan to complete hike in time to drive to Joshua Tree Sheep Pass Campground and set up camp for the evening. Hike up Deer Springs Trail to its junction with the Suicide Rock Trail. Then hike to the peak. Total hike will be 7 miles and 1850’ gain. The hike pace will be at a moderate pace. Please bring liquids, lug soles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact leader Mike Dillenback for trip details. Leaders –MIKE DILLENBACK and MAY TANG
Saturday, December 10, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Bernard Peak (5,430'), Little Berdoo Peak (5,440'+)

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net
Lilly Y Fukui 626-300-5812 lilly13fukui@gmail.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com

I: Bernard Peak (5,430'), Little Berdoo Peak (5,440'+) – Join us on this first day of the HPS Holiday Hooplah weekend for a fun hike into a scenic and remote portion of Joshua Tree National Park off Geology Tour Road to climb a couple of classic HPS peaks. We'll move along at a relatively relaxed pace on this moderately strenuous hike of about 6.2 RT miles (2,350' gain) and approach the peaks from their east on a route that will allow us to summit the poetically named “Peak 5435” on our way up to Bernard Peak. From Bernard we'll head over to Little Berdoo, and then head back down to our cars via more-or-less the same route we came in on. Once back at our cars we'll drive on in to Sheep Pass Campground with plenty of time to get our campsites ready and get all set up for the evening's Holiday Hooplah festivities!! Email contact info, recent experience & conditioning to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, MIKE DILLENBACK, LILLY FUKUI, MAY TANG #Hikethe100

CANCELLED Saturday, December 10, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED I: Mt. Mel (3814'), Keys Peak (4483')

David Comerzan 909-482-0173 comerzan@verizon.net
Marlen Mertz 571-335-2340 mbmertz@aol.com
Ginny Heringer 626-793-4727 ginnyh@ix.netcom.com

I: Mt. Mel (3814'), Keys Peak (4483') - Join us for a day to hike these two Lower Peaks in the Joshua Tree National Park 6 miles SW of Twenty nine Palms. This is an out and back of hike on these peaks. The hike is mostly trail with some short cross country and some boulder climbing. You should be comfortable on boulders. Estimate 9 miles round trip, 2100' gain, 6-7 hours of hiking. Slow to moderate pace. Afterwards we will join the folks at the HPS Holiday Hooplah at the Sheep Pass Campground. See the HPS website for details. For the hike, bring food, water and 10 essentials. For the Holiday Hooplah, bring something to share at the potluck. This Lower Peaks outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Marlen Mertz, Ginny Heringer #Hikethe100

Saturday, December 10, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Meeks Mtn (6277'), Bighorn Mtns (5894')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Meeks Mtn (6277'), Bighorn Mtns (5894') - Join us for the first day of the Holiday Hooplah and continuing celebration of the National Park Service centennial. Experience a sense of exploration as we venture into a seemingly inaccessible and wild remote area. Shoudered by the grand San Bernardino Mountains on one side, and the vast high desert on the other, this was once the realm of large bands of mountain sheep and home to one S. H. Meek, a locally famous 1880's desperado. Two separate hikes, the hike to Meeks is 4 miles rt and 1000' gain; Bighorn Mtns is 6 miles rt and 1100' gain. Group size will be limited by the availability of 4-wheel drive vehicles. Hike-experienced dogs with well behaved owners welcome. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Saturday, December 10, 2016 9:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Warren Point (5103') and Warren View (4890')
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Warren Point (5103') and Warren View (4890') - HOLIDAY HOOPLAH!! JOIN US FOR A WEEKEND OF FUN!! Hike with us Saturday and/or Sunday (see separate Sunday posting for Eureka Peak). On Saturday we will visit Warren Point, which is known as Warren Peak by the National Park Service, and Warren View via a fun off-trail route from Black Rock Visitor Center. Both spots should offer excellent views from their locations high in the northwest section of Joshua Tree National Park, and you can be the judge of which spot has the better views! This will be a slow-paced hike, designed to accommodate hikers who need -- or want -- more time to get to an HPS peak. Total distance should be around 5.5 miles, and total gain should be about 1,300 feet. Following the hike there will be an optional visit to Sheep Pass Campground, where one can enjoy a hearty Happy Hour and a Potluck. Socializing will be mandatory! Stay Friday night and/or Saturday night at the campground or a nearby motel. HPS requests a fee of $5 per person ($10 per family) per night to help with the campground fees. Reservations are on a first come, first served basis, so be sure to email the HPS Programs Committee reservationist at mkelliher746@gmail.com early to assure your spot! Bring food, water, lugsoles, layers, hat and sunblock. Contact Leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Saturday, December 10, 2016 5:00 PM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Social Event
2016 HPS Holiday Hooplah

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com

2016 HPS Holiday Hooplah - Welcome in the Holidays with a fun and festive weekend filled with outstanding peak bagging and an evening of partying in Joshua Tree National Park. Camp at the group campsite (Dry camp, pit toilets) we've reserved at Sheep Pass Campground for Friday and Saturday nights, or stay in one of many motels in nearby towns of Joshua Tree and Yucca Valley, CA. Wherever you stay, everyone is welcome to join us for a hearty Happy Hour and Potluck, along with lots of socializing and serious relaxing around a roaring campfire beneath the moon-lit night sky. Check the HPS website, the Lookout, or the Angeles Chapter Outings website for scheduled Holiday Hooplah hikes, and contact hike leaders directly for information on specific hikes. HPS requests a fee of $5 per person ($10 per family) per night to help with the campground fees. Reservations are on a first come, first served basis, so be sure to email the HPS Programs Committee reservationist at mkelliher746@gmail.com early to assure your spot! #Hikethe100

Sunday, December 11, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Ryan Mountain (5,457')

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net

I: Ryan Mountain (5,457') – Join us as we come off the previous night's Holiday Hooplah festivities with a scenic hike to a classic HPS peak in Joshua Tree National Park. Sunday morning we'll hike out directly from our campground at Sheep Pass to climb Ryan Mountain on a moderately strenuous, cross country route at a relatively relaxed pace over rocky and thorny desert terrain. Although we'll keep it to Class 2, we'll be scrambling up and along rocky and bouldery talus; experience and comfort on such terrain is required. On our way up to Ryan we'll pass over “Joshua BM” and then make our way over to “Peak 5238” before reaching the summit. From the summit of Ryan we'll return to Sheep Pass Campground via the Ryan Mtn Trail for a nice loop hike of about 4.25 miles with 1,400' of gain. Email contact info, recent experience & conditioning to mkelliher746@gmail.com for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, MIKE DILLENBACK, #Hikethe100

Sunday, December 11, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED I: Monument Mountain (4834'), Mastodon Peak (3371')
I: Monument Mountain (4834’), Mastodon Peak (3371’) - Join us for a second day of hiking in the Joshua Tree National Park. These are two separate hikes. Monument is all cross country with a steep unavoidable scramble that leads up the rocky cone to the summit. A high clearance vehicle is required to get to the trail head. Estimate 6 miles round trip, 1600’ gain, 4-5 hours of hiking. Mastodon is a much more leisurely hike on trail to this popular spot behind the Cottonwood Springs Visitor Center. Splendid views of the southern Joshua Tree Area. For the hikes, bring food, water, and 10 essentials. This Lower Peaks outing is co-sponsored by HPS. Contact leaders for details: Dave Comerzan, Marlen Mertz #Hikethe100

Sunday, December 11, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Lost Horse Mtn (5313’), Mt Inspiration (5560’)

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Lost Horse Mtn (5313’), Mt Inspiration (5560’) - Join us for the second day of the HPS Holiday Hooplah. Do one or both hikes. The first hike goes by Lost Horse Mine which was at one time owned by Johnny Lang and J.D. Ryan. Once very productive and successful, the mine operated between 1894 and 1931; now, its stamp mill is one of the best preserved in a National Park Service unit. After the first hike, we'll drive to the nearby Mt Inspiration trailhead. Located where the lower southern Colorado Desert transitions to the northern higher Mojave Desert, this peak is named for the fabulous and inspirational views from its summit and trail -- San Gorgonio, San Jacinto and the vast JTPN. Day’s totals will be 5 miles round trip and 900’ gain for Lost Horse; 2 miles rt and 700’ gain for Inspiration. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett #Hikethe100

Sunday, December 11, 2016 9:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Eureka Peak (5,518’)

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Eureka Peak (5518’) – HOLIDAY HOOPLAH!! JOIN US FOR A WEEKEND OF FUN!! BE AMONG THE FIRST TO HIKE TO A [POTENTIALLY] NEWLY ADDED PEAK TO THE HPS LIST!! Hike with us Sunday and/or Saturday (see separate Saturday posting for Warren Point). On Sunday we will visit Eureka Peak, which at 5518' is the fourth highest peak in Joshua Tree National Park. Travel out and back will be mostly along a moderately strenuous trail system through gorgeous, but rocky and thorny, desert terrain. Also, Eureka Peak may have by now been voted back onto the HPS list following balloting in November to re-add this previously delisted peak. This will be a slow-paced hike, designed to accommodate hikers who need -- or want -- more time to get to an HPS peak. Total distance should be around 10.5 miles, and total gain should be about 1,800 feet. Bring food, water, lugsoles, layers, hat and sunblock. Contact Leader for status and details. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leader: VIRGINIA SIMPSON

Wednesday, December 14, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: South Mt. Hawkins (7783’) and Middle Hawkins (8505’)

Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com
Jimmy Quan 626-441-8843 h2otigerjim@gmail.com

I: South Mt. Hawkins (7783’) and Middle Hawkins (8505’) - Visit these fine peaks in the Angeles National Forest at a moderate pace. From the highway we will climb up to Windy Gap then on a lovely portion of the PCT to catch the ridge to Middle and South Hawkins. Stats: 9 miles round trip with 3600 feet of gain. We will stop at Little Jimmy Spring on the way down to take home some of the best tasting water there is. Bring
lugsoles liquids layers and lunch, sunblock and hat. Contact the leader for meeting time and place. Leader: JIM HAGAR. Coleaders: MAY TANG, JIMMY QUAN

Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
O: Mount McDill (5187')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 pederdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 pederdoggett@aol.com

O: Mount McDill (5187') - Join us for a pleasant paced loop hike to the high point of the Sierra Pelona Mountains and its 360 degree views, including the San Andreas fault to the north and Vasquez Rocks, thrust up by the fault, to the southwest. Starting up the Pacific Crest Trail from Bouquet Canyon Rd and ending at Lincoln Heights, totals for the day will be 10 miles round trip and 2100' gain. Hike-experienced dogs with well-behaved owners welcome. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett

Thursday, December 15, 2016 7:00 AM
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Beauty Peak (5548') and Iron Spring Mountain (5755')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net

I: Beauty Peak (5548') and Iron Spring Mountain (5755') - A moderately strenuous hike on occasionally steep and loose trail for 8.5 miles with 2700' of gain to peaks near Aguanga. The community of Aguanga lies at the intersection of State Route 79 (SR 79) and State Route 371 (Cahuilla Road). This is along the historic Butterfield Overland Mail stage route. A Butterfield stagecoach is prominently featured in Quentin Tarantino's motion picture, "The Hateful Eight." Bring water, lug soles, sunscreen, lunch, layers and hat. To obtain the meeting information, contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, MIKE DILLENBACK

Saturday, December 17, 2016 9:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Silver Peak (6756')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 pederdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 pederdoggett@aol.com

I: Silver Peak (6756') - Hike with us to this peak from Hwy. 18. The total hike will be about 3 miles Round Trip with 1000' of gain. Bring Lug Soles, layers, lunch, hat & gloves. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for meeting information. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett.

Sunday, December 18, 2016 9:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Butterbredt Peak (5997')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 pederdoggett@aol.com
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 pederdoggett@aol.com

I: Butterbredt Peak (5997') - The total hike will be 2.7 miles round trip with 1400' of gain. Bring: Jug Soles, Layers, lunch, hat & gloves. Contact peterdoggett@AOL.COM for meeting information. Leaders Peter and Ignacia Doggett

Monday, December 19, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
CANCELLED I: Little Pine Mtn (4,459')

Daniel Richter 818-970-6737 dan@danrichter.com 
Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com

I: Little Pine Mtn (4,459') - Kick off the holidays with a moderate to strenuous hike to this LPC peak above Santa Barbara in the Los Padres. We are planning an unhurried pace and dogs are welcome. Expect a day's total of about 12 miles with 3,400' of gain. If time and group energy permit, we'll take an optional visit to nearby Alexander Peak (4,107') while we're up on the summit ridge. Email contact info, recent experience and conditioning to Ldr: DAN RICHTER (dan@danrichter.com). Co-Ldr: MAT KELLIHER

Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:00 AM 
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
O: Smith Mountain (5111')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com 
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com 
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net 
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com 
Jim Hagar 818-468-6451 jhagar1@gmail.com

O: Smith Mountain (5111') - Enjoy a nice hike in Azusa Canyon and fantastic views of the San Gabriel Wilderness. We'll take the pleasant Upper Bear Creek Trail to a saddle and then scramble up a ridge to the peak. Plan on about 7.5 miles round trip with a total of around 2100 feet of gain. Bring water, food, layers, lugsoles, sunblock and hat. Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, MIKE DILLENBACK, MAY TANG, JIM HAGAR

Wednesday, December 28, 2016 7:00 AM 
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
O: Mount Lukens (5074')

Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com 
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com 
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com 
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net

O: Mount Lukens (5074') - Join us for this fine hike, which includes a sometimes-fun (sometimes not-so-fun) river crossing at the start and end. Visit the high point of the City of Los Angeles. The hike is mostly on trail with some hiking on fire road. Totals for the day will be about 9 miles round trip and around 3300 feet of elevation gain. Be prepared for spectacular views of the Los Angeles basin and surrounding mountains. Bring water, hiking footwear, layers, lunch, snacks, sunblock and hat. For details contact Leader: BILL SIMPSON Co-Leaders: VIRGINIA SIMPSON, MAY TANG, MIKE DILLENBACK

Wednesday, December 28, 2016 8:00 AM (Time Tentative) 
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing  
O: Lost Horse Mtn (5313'), Mt Inspiration (5560'), Eureka Peak (5518')

Peter H Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com 
Ignacia Doggett 818-840-8748 peterdoggett@aol.com

O: Lost Horse Mtn (5313'), Mt Inspiration (5560'), Eureka Peak (5518') - As part of your holidays celebration, visit beautiful Joshua Tree National Park as we near the end of the centennial year of the National Park Service. Join us as we visit 1, 2, or all 3 peaks. The first hike goes by Lost Horse Mine which was at one time owned by Johnny Lang and J.D. Ryan. Once very productive and successful, the mine operated between 1894 and 1931; now, its stamp mill is one of the best preserved in a National Park Service unit. After the first hike, we'll drive to the nearby Mt Inspiration trailhead. Located where the lower southern Colorado Desert
transitions to the northern higher Mojave Desert, this peak is named for the fabulous and inspirational views from its summit and trail--San Gorgonio, San Jacinto and the vast JTNP. Then, take an afternoon drive to recently reinstated Eureka Peak; see the profiles of Big Rabbit, Martinez, Toro, Ken, Pine, Antsell and more as you extend your gaze east of San Jacinto. Day's totals will be 5 miles round trip and 900' gain for Lost Horse; 2 miles rt and 700' gain for Inspiration. Please bring liquids, lugsoles, layers, lunch and hat. Contact peterdoggett@aol.com for trip details. Leaders Peter & Ignacia Doggett #Hikethe100

Saturday, December 31, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
CANCELLED I: Hot Springs Mountain (6,533'), Peak 6400 (6,400'+), Corral BM (6,407'), Eagle Rock (3,520'), King BM (3,017')

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com
Christopher Spisak 626-872-4399 cjsarch@gmail.com
Lilly Y Fukui 626-483-3241 lilly13fukui@gmail.com
Winnette Butler 818-749-5777 winnettebutler@yahoo.com
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net

I: Hot Springs Mountain (6,533'), Peak 6400 (6,400'+), Corral BM (6,407'), Eagle Rock (3,520'), King BM (3,017') – Join us on the day of New Year's Eve for this drive up to Hot Springs Mountain; the High Point of San Diego County and most recently re-listed peak on the HPS List, along with several very short and easy hikes to a few little bumps and benchmarks on our way back down from the summit. Only high clearance, 4WD vehicles will be allowed onto the road leading up to the peak, and the $10 per vehicle charge will be split among each vehicle's participants. Comfort on rocky class 2 terrain required. Expect about 0.7 RT mi (225' gain) for Hot Springs, 0.4 RT mi (140' gain) for Pk 6400, 0.6 RT mi (300' gain) for Corral, 0.2 RT mi (50' gain) for Eagle Rock, and a drive up for Kings BM. Well behaved dogs are welcome. Email Mat Kelliher at mkelliher746@gmail.com with contact, vehicle type and carpool info for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, MAY TANG, CHRIS SPISAK, LILLY FUKUI, WINNETTE BUTLER, MIKE DILLENBACK

Saturday, December 31, 2016 7:00 AM (Time Tentative)
0452-Angeles Chp Hundred Peaks Outing
I: Hot Springs Mountain (6,533'), Peak 6400 (6,400'+), Corral BM (6,407'), Boucher Hill (5,438')

Mat Kelliher 818-667-2490 mkelliher746@gmail.com
May Tang 562-809-0809 hitomitang@hotmail.com
Christopher Spisak 626-872-4399 cjsarch@gmail.com
Lilly Y Fukui 626-483-3241 lilly13fukui@gmail.com
Winnette Butler 818-749-5777 winnettebutler@yahoo.com
Michael D Dillenback 310-378-7495 dillyhouse@earthlink.net
Bill Simpson 323-683-0959 simphome@yahoo.com
Virginia Simpson 323-683-0959 ollienivan@yahoo.com

I: Hot Springs Mountain (6,533'), Peak 6400 (6,400'+), Corral BM (6,407'), Boucher Hill (5,438') – Join us on the day of New Year's Eve for this drive up to Hot Springs Mountain; the High Point of San Diego County, and most recent re-listed peak on the HPS List, along with a couple of very short and easy hikes off of Hot Springs Mtn Road on our way back down from the summit. Then since we'll kind of be in the area anyway, on our way home we'll drive up to the HPS Boucher Hill and check out the views from its summit. Only high clearance, 4WD vehicles will be allowed onto the road leading up to Hot Springs Mtn, and the $10 per vehicle charge will be split among each vehicle's participants. Comfort on rocky class 2 terrain required. Expect about 0.7 RT mi (225' gain) for Hot Springs, 0.4 RT mi (140' gain) for Pk 6400, 0.6 RT mi (300' gain) for Corral, and a drive up for Boucher Hill. Well behaved dogs are welcome. Email Mat Kelliher at mkelliher746@gmail.com with contact, vehicle type and carpool info for trip status and details. Leaders: MAT KELLIHER, MAY TANG, CHRIS SPISAK, LILLY FUKUI, WINNETTE BUTLER, MIKE DILLENBACK, BILL SIMPSON, VIRGINIA SIMPSON

http://vault.sierraclub.org/online-activities/printview.asp